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Polyurethane has excellent wear resistance and is an effective protective liner against erosion 

caused by the impact of solid particles. However, similar to most polymeric materials, 

polyurethane has low thermal and electrical conductivity, and this limits its applicability for use 

in environments where the operating temperatures are high or where electrical conductivity is 

required. One of the solutions to overcome such problems is metallization of polymeric materials 

by thermal spraying processes. Due to the thermal sensitivity of polymer materials and the high 

temperatures that are typical of thermal spraying processes, prediction of the temperature 

distribution in the polymer material substrate during spraying is considered to be a key factor in 

the selection of appropriate coating materials and control of spray process parameters. The first 

phase of this PhD project focused on deposition of metallic conductive coatings on polyurethane 

substrates. A mathematical model for determination of the temperature distribution within 

polymeric substrates during flame spraying was developed to allow for monitoring of the 

temperature during the spraying process. The effect of air pressure and the stand-off distance of 

the flame spray torch on the temperature distribution, characteristics of the deposited coatings 

and electrical resistance were also studied. An analytical heat transfer model based on Green’s 

functions was developed and validated with experimental data. It was found that the temperature 

distribution, coating porosity, and electrical resistance decreased by increasing the pressure of 

the air that was injected into the flame spray torch during deposition. The injection of air also 

allowed for a reduction of the stand-off distance of the flame spray torch to deposit coatings with 

higher electrical conductivity. Dynamic mechanical analysis was performed to investigate the 

effect of the increase in temperature within the substrate on its dynamic mechanical properties. It 
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was found that the spraying process did not significantly change the storage modulus of the 

polyurethane substrate material. The deposited coating may function: a) to distribute heat to 

avoid excessive local temperature increases in the polyurethane liner during practical 

applications that involve erosion and b) for use as a heating element. To that end, the second 

phase of this PhD thesis research focused on studying the effect of temperature on the wear 

resistance of polyurethane. A test assembly capable of conducting erosion testing at controlled 

temperatures was designed and developed. The temperature distribution within the samples during 

the erosion tests was determined by a three-dimensional finite element model and the velocity of the 

erodant particles was estimated by a mathematical model based on the principles of supersonic 

compressible fluid flow through a converging-diverging nozzle. The results that were obtained 

showed the effect of temperature on the erosion resistance of PU elastomers. The stress-strain 

behavior of the polyurethane elastomers was characterized at room and at elevated temperatures up 

to 100ºC by conducting tensile tests and cyclic loadings. Comparison of stress-strain behavior of the 

polyurethanes with their erosion resistance at controlled temperatures revealed that the residual 

strain as a result of plastic deformation, stress softening, ultimate failure stress and final elongation 

at break were the key parameters affecting the erosion resistance of polyurethane elastomers. 

Evaluation of the surface morphology of the worn samples confirmed the importance of the residual 

strain and elongation at break on the erosion resistance of polyurethane elastomers. In order to study 

the effect of temperature on the stresses and strains that were generated during the erosion testing, 

the impact of erodant particles on the elastomer surface was modeled by using the finite element 

technique. The model that was developed allowed for better understanding of the mechanism of 

material removal during solid particle erosion of PU elastomers. The results obtained by the 

finite element model showed that the ultimate strength and elongation at break have the most 

significant influence on the erosion rate at velocities higher than a critical value. Residual strain 

as a result of plastic deformation and stress softening caused by Mullins damage and PU softness 

were found as other parameters that can affect the erosion rate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Corrosion and wear of components used in the oil and gas industry is one of the main 

causes of failure and leakage [1]. This is due mainly to the corrosive nature of the fluids that are 

transported and the low corrosion resistance of carbon steel. Carbon steel is the material of 

choice in the oil and gas industry because of its ability to withstand high pressures and the 

relatively low cost to purchase and install the material in comparison to other highly alloyed 

materials [2]. On the other hand, some extraction processes in the petrochemical industry may 

involve the processing of multi-phase solid-liquid mixtures. These mixtures will contain hard-

face erodant particles such as sand, which may lead to solid particle erosion in addition to 

corrosion. The combination of wear and corrosion can extensively reduce the lifetime of 

equipment, parts, and pipelines [3]. Solid particle erosion is a process in which the material is 

removed from the target surface by the impact of a stream of particles [4]. This type of wear 

affects many components in the oil and gas industry including pipelines, drill bits, pump casing 

and impellers, valves, gas turbines, boilers, and compressors [5]. The adverse effects of this type 

of wear mode is not limited to the oil and gas industry and reduced longevity of parts caused by 

solid particle impact has been reported in other industries such as aerospace, marine, mining, and 

wind energy [4, 6, 7].  

Protective coatings can be employed to increase the lifespan of the equipment exposed to 

erosive environments. Among all the types of protective coatings and liners, soft elastomeric 

liners have been found to be effective for industrial use owing to their excellent erosion 
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resistance and comparatively low cost [8, 9]. The excellent erosion resistance of elastomers is a 

result of their high resilience and propensity to elastic deformation that allow for absorption of 

impact energy with minimal plastic deformation [8, 10]. Among all the types of elastomeric 

materials, polyurethane (PU) elastomers have received particular attention given that they can be 

processed by methods typically used for polymers while still having the superior mechanical 

properties of vulcanized rubber such as high elasticity, high load capacity, and resistance to tear 

[11]. PUs are organic polymers with urethane group in their chemical structure that can be 

synthesized by the reaction of a diisocyanate and a polyol [12]. The relatively low cost of PU 

elastomers [11] and the fact that their resistance to wear is greater than that of most polymers 

[13], rubbers [14], stainless steels, [13] and even hard-faced tungsten carbide-cobalt (WC-Co) 

coatings [15] has made PU an attractive option for use as protective coatings and liners in large 

scale applications involving pipelines [16]. 

On the other hand, the low thermal and electrical conductivity of PU, as is similar to most 

polymers, have limited its functionality for use in environments with high temperature or where 

high electrical conductivity is required. Metallization of polymeric materials by the deposition of 

conductive thermal-sprayed coatings is a possible means to augment the effective thermal and 

electrical conductivity of a polymeric material, but it has proved to be challenging [17-21]. 

Firstly, the standard surface preparation of the polymeric substrate prior to spraying by using grit 

blasting may not be feasible due to the fragile nature of some of the polymer-based structures 

and the damage that can be induced in the substrate by grit blasting. Secondly, the soft nature of 

some of the polymeric substrates such as PU may not allow for appropriate deformation of 

powder particles upon impact. The third, and the main, challenge with thermal spray deposition 

on polymeric materials is difficulty in controlling the substrate temperature during the deposition 
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process. This is problematic since even the most thermally resistant polymers have a thermal 

decomposition temperature of less than 470°C [22]. It should be noted that, even though 

alternative surface metal deposition techniques, such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) [23, 

24], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [25], and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) [26], may be 

applied to polymer-based structures, these techniques are relatively expensive to use and are not 

suitable to fabricate thick metallic coatings (over 100 μm) at high deposition rates [27, 28], 

which is feasible by thermal spray metallization. In addition, the thermal spray process allows 

the deposition of coatings onto various substrate geometries and the ability to recoat damaged 

coatings [29].  

The deposited conductive coatings on PU substrates can allow for its wider adoption in 

engineering applications. The deposited coating can function as a health monitoring device in 

fiber-reinforced polymer composite (FRPC) pipes. The usual monitoring techniques applicable 

to steel pipes may not be applicable for FRPC pipes. Thus, alternative techniques for 

development of a health monitoring device in polymer structured pipelines are of interest. It has 

been shown in previous studies that the fabricated metallic coatings on the surface of the FRPC 

pipes can be used as a health monitoring device for detection of leakage and failure of the pipe 

[18]. This health monitoring system detects damage based on the variation of the electrical 

impedance as a result of localized fracture of the metallic coating in cases of damage or leakage 

of the pipe. Figure 1-1 shows a schematic of the metallic coating deposited on the outer surface 

of a FRPC pipe. The main drawback of this health monitoring technique is that the failure will be 

detected after the leakage or burst of the pipe. On the other hand, by the use of a system of PU 

liners and thermally sprayed coatings, such as the one shown schematically in Fig. 1-2, pipe 
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failure can be detected prior to leakage. In addition, the data from the deposited metallic coating 

can be used to estimate the integrity of the pipe at different locations.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 Schematic of the metallic coating deposited on the outer surface of the FRPC pipe 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Schematic of deposited metallic coating and PU liners in the inner diameter of a 

FRPC pipe 

Improvement in heat transfer of the coated PU can be considered as the second 

application for thermal spray metallization of PU substrates. Coating materials with high thermal 
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conductivity such as copper or aluminum may allow for improved heat transfer from areas where 

localized high temperatures are expected to develop. The localized high temperatures can be a 

result of heat generation during solid particle impact or heat transfer from the surrounding 

ambient. Another potential application of the deposited coating on polymeric materials is its use 

as a heating element for Joule heating of the polyurethane-coating structure. De-icing and 

heating the polymer-coating structure or the flowing fluid are the possible benefits of the use of 

the fabricated coatings as heating elements [30, 31]. 

1.2 Thermal Spraying Process 

Thermal spraying is a material deposition process whereby a heat source is used to melt 

or increase the temperature of feedstock particles that are accelerated in a fluid stream through a 

spray nozzle or torch, for consolidation upon impact on a substrate. Figure 1-3 [32] shows a 

schematic of the coating build-up process during thermal spray deposition of powder materials. 

The thermal spray deposition process is characterized by heat, mass, and momentum transfer 

phenomena [33-35]. These phenomena are functions of the thermal spray process parameters 

[34] and affect the properties and structure of the resulting thermal-sprayed coatings [33]. 

Thermal energy is transferred from the thermal spray gas, flame, or plasma to the substrate by 

gas convection and the impingement of solid or molten particles [29]. The kinetic energy of the 

impacting particle is used to overcome surface tension energy, deform the particles, and/or is 

converted to heat due to viscous dissipation or plastic strain energy during flattening to form a 

splat [36-38]. As a result of the thermal spray deposition onto the substrate, a lamellar structure 

of splats develops into a coating layer, which exhibits different physical properties from those of 

the feedstock bulk material of the coating [33]. These differences in properties can be the result 

of phase changes during the deposition process, residual stresses in the solidified splats, and the 
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presence of porosities and other microstructural defects within the coating [39]. Thermal spray 

deposition has been performed using different particle-substrate material systems, including 

metal particle and polymer-based substrates [29, 34, 40-43].  

 

Figure 1-3 Schematic of the thermal spray process [32]  

1.3 Thermal Spray Metallization of Polymer-Based Structures 

Thermal spray metallization of polymer-based structures is defined as the application of 

thermal spray processes to deposit metals onto a polymer substrate. The deposition of the metal 

splats is affected by the velocity and temperature of the impacting particles, the roughness and 

temperature of the substrate surface, and the relative angle between the particle trajectory and the 

substrate [29, 39]. The deposited metal particles may embed into relatively softer polymer 

substrates, such as nylon, PU, and polyethylene (PE) [44-46]. Alternatively, the particles may 

deform and interlock upon contact with the polymer substrate surface, as shown in previous 

studies involving basalt and glass fiber-reinforced epoxy thermosets [17, 18]. Current thermal 

spray metallization processes of polymer-based substrates can be classified into four categories 

according to the primary energy source used for particle acceleration and heating [34, 35, 47]. 

They are (i) cold spraying, which consists of kinetic-based deposition of metal or metal alloy 
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particles at relatively lower temperatures, (ii) flame spraying, comprising particle deposition 

using a combustion flame jet, (iii) electric arc wire spray, which utilizes an electric discharge 

from electrodes around a carrier gas stream to generate a thermal jet, and (iv) plasma spraying, 

involving ionized gas jets generated by either direct current (DC) or radio-frequency (RF) 

current. Each of the thermal spray processes will generate different magnitudes of energy in the 

fluid heat source that is used to heat and accelerate the particles for deposition. Figure 1-4 shows 

the approximate range of gas temperature and particle impact velocity of different thermal spray 

metallization processes [29, 34]. A brief review on the possible use of these four thermal 

spraying techniques for metallization of polymer-based substrates is provided in the subsequent 

sections. 

1.3.1 Cold Spraying 

Cold spraying is a relatively low-temperature thermal spray process where solid-state 

particles are accelerated through a convergent-divergent nozzle to high velocities (300 m/s – 

1200 m/s), and the coating is formed as a result of extensive plastic deformation and interlocking 

of the deformed particles upon impact [34, 39]. The impacting particles may be heated, but their 

temperature remains below the melting point of the feedstock material. Consequently, cold 

spraying is subject to lower process temperatures compared to thermal spraying. The process 

parameters of the cold spray process include nozzle geometry, nozzle stand-off distance 

(distance between the nozzle and the substrate surface), feedstock material, and carrier gas 

temperature and pressure.  
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Figure 1-4 Gas temperature and particle impact velocity map of different thermal spray processes 

[29, 34]  

The possibility of employing cold spraying for depositing of metallic coatings on 

polymeric substrates has been the topic of active research in some previous studies. The main 

advantage of the cold spraying for metallization of polymer-based substrates is its lower process 

temperatures compared to those of other thermal spraying processes. Gansen et al. [48] studied 

the feasibility of the cold spraying process for depositing copper on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

substrates. It was shown that the gas temperature had a strong effect on the deposition efficiency, 

possibly due to the heat sensitivity of the PVC substrate and it’s softening during the deposition 

process. In a study by Zhou et al. [49], it was shown that under precise process control the 

polymeric substrate softened so that aluminum particles could penetrate into the substrate to 

form a mechanical bond. Copper was subsequently sprayed on the deposited aluminum to form a 

coating with low electrical resistance. Robitaille et al. [19] suggested the addition of a bond coat 
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on the substrate surface during the curing process of the polymeric material can protect the 

substrate from the high kinetic energy of cold-sprayed metal particles and prevent the substrate 

from structural damage to the polymer-based material. Even though the deposition of dense 

conductive coatings on stiff polymeric substrates by cold spraying is possible as reported in 

previous studies [19, 48, 49], the number of studies that succeeded in depositing a metallic 

coating with low electrical resistance on soft elastomeric substrates is rather limited. The reason 

for this limitation is that particles with high velocity are likely to either rebound or penetrate into 

the substrate without producing a continuous coating on the substrate surface [44]. Rebound or 

penetration of the particles depends, in part, on the mechanical properties of the elastomeric 

substrates and the cold spraying deposition parameters. 

1.3.2 Flame Spraying 

Flame spraying is a thermal spray process in which the combustion of fluid fuels 

produces a flame jet that melts and accelerates the feedstock material for deposition onto the 

substrate. The combustion gases are usually acetylene and oxygen, though air may also be added 

for cooling purposes [42]. The feedstock particles are propelled toward the substrate through a 

nozzle by the flow of a carrier gas, which is usually an inert gas such as argon. The feedstock 

material can be in the form of powder, wire, rod, or cord. The flame temperature should be 

sufficiently high to ensure the melting of the feedstock material [34]. The flame spray process 

usually exhibits gas temperatures between 2000°C and 3000°C [29, 50], whereas the particle 

impact velocity is usually below 100 m/s [34]. 

In flame spraying, the particles reach a temperature that is close to or in excess of their 

melting point upon impact. Thus, they are softer and deform easily to produce a continuous 
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coating. In particular, this is beneficial for deposition on soft elastomeric substrates. Conversely, 

the main challenge of flame spraying on polymeric materials is to control the substrate 

temperature during the deposition process since even the most thermally resistant polymers have 

a thermal decomposition temperature of less than 470°C [22]. Accordingly, process parameters 

play an important role on the level of damage that polymeric substrates may experience during 

the spraying process. For that reason, flame spray deposition of metal coatings onto 

polymer-based substrates is constrained by the sensitivity of the substrate to the impact of high-

temperature, semi-molten, and molten particles [20]. Voyer et al. [20, 21] employed air in a 

flame spraying process to cool the polymer-based substrate during deposition. It was shown that 

by using cooling air and optimizing the spraying parameters, the distance between the torch and 

the substrate could be decreased without producing any thermal damage to the substrate, as 

confirmed through visual inspection. Therefore, flame-sprayed coatings can be used to modify 

the electrical properties of the polymer substrate, provided that the deposition process does not 

compromise the structural integrity of as-sprayed structures. Huonnic et al. [17] studied the 

effect of flame-sprayed Al coatings deposited onto grit-blasted basalt and glass fiber composite 

tubes. Significant damage to the FRPC structure was reported as a result of the grit blasting and 

flame spray metal deposition processes. Subsequent studies [18, 51] utilized a garnet sand 

interlayer between the FRPC substrate and the flame-sprayed metal particles to protect the 

thermally sensitive substrate from the flame and particle impingement forces.  

1.3.3 Electric Arc Wire Spraying 

Electric arc wire spraying is a thermal spray process whereby the heat generated in an 

electric arc discharge melts feedstock wires to form droplets, which are accelerated in a gas 

stream produced through a nozzle, for deposition onto the substrate [34, 52]. Two feedstock 
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wires with opposing polarity converge at the nozzle outlet at a constant speed to generate the 

electric arc discharge. The electric arc wire spray process can generate gas temperatures in 

excess of 5000°C [52], whereas particle impact velocities are usually below 300 m/s [34]. 

Feedstock wires can be made of metals or metal-cored wires [34]. The electric arc wire spray 

process has been utilized to deposit Zn and Al particles onto polymer-based substrates. Liu et al. 

conducted two studies [53, 54] on the arc wire spray deposition of Zn and Al bond-coats onto 

polymer matrix composite (PMC) substrates. In these studies, it was found that the metal 

bond-coat allowed the deposition of a harder and more thermally resistant top coating. Compared 

to other thermal spraying processes, limited research is available on electrical arc metallization 

of polymer-based substrates, and recent studies have focused on the fabrication and 

characterization of bond-coats using low melting temperature materials such as Al and Zn. Liu et 

al. [54] showed that the arc spraying process is not suitable for metal coating deposition onto 

graphite fiber-reinforced polyimide substrates given that the tip of the feeding wire must be 

heated beyond its melting point to form droplets for deposition. As a result of overheating of Al 

droplets by arc spraying, the formation of thermal damage regions on the substrate have been 

reported. Therefore, control of the temperature of the arc-sprayed particles is limited compared 

to that of other thermal spraying processes such as flame spraying, in which the temperature of 

the flame can be controlled independently to avoid over-heating the impinging metal particles. 

1.3.4 Plasma Spraying 

Plasma spraying is a thermal spray process in which an ionized gas jet melts and propels 

the feedstock powder for deposition onto the substrate. The plasma jet consists of a carrier gas 

that is expanded through a nozzle to create a sub- or supersonic flow [35, 55] while being heated 

to the ionized gas state by DC arc or RF discharges [35]. Argon, nitrogen, helium, and hydrogen 
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may be used to produce the plasma jet, which reaches temperatures up to 14,000°C [32, 47]. 

Particle impact velocities associated with the plasma spray process are usually between 160 and 

2000 m/s [29, 34]. Plasma spraying is a unique process compared to the other thermal spray 

processes due to the higher gas temperatures achieved by the plasma jet, which allow the 

deposition of materials with high melting temperatures. Although the plasma spraying process 

has relatively high temperatures, metallization of polymers has been performed using air plasma 

spraying (APS). The APS process has been used to deposit Al, Zn, and Cu coatings onto PMC 

parts [54, 56-59]. Beydon et al. [58] and Ganesan et al. [57] reported the APS deposition of Cu 

layers onto carbon fiber-reinforced thermosets. Alternatively, Huang et al. [56] and Guanhong et 

al. [59] studied the deposition of thin Al bond-coats onto FRPCs. In these studies, the research 

focus was on the fabrication, thermal expansion, and mechanical characterization of the metal 

deposits, as opposed to the investigation of the electrical properties of as-sprayed parts. On the 

other hand, Affi et al. [60] reported the deposition of electrically conductive plasma-sprayed Al 

coatings onto carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy (thermoset) substrates. Although successful 

deposition of metallic coatings by plasma spraying on polymer-based substrates has been 

reported, it has been noted that the high thermal load exerted by the plasma spray process on the 

polymer-based substrates can degrade the substrates [54]. Therefore, careful execution of plasma 

spray metallization of polymer-based parts should be considered to avoid structural degradation 

of the substrate. 

1.3.5 Surface Preparation of Polymer-Based Substrates 

Preparation of the substrate for thermal spraying is essential to promote the adhesion of 

the impacting particles. The surface preparation process should increase the roughness of the 

substrate surface to promote the formation of a mechanical bond between the impacting particles 
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and the substrate [61]. Grit blasting is one of the most common methods for roughening the 

substrate prior to thermal spray deposition. During the grit blasting process, the roughness of the 

surface increases as a result of the erosion and material removal caused by the impact of high 

velocity hard grit medium such as alumina or glass. The application of grit blasting as a 

pre-treatment technique for thermal spraying is not limited to metal substrates and has been 

employed to roughen polymer-based substrates. Liu et al. [53] grit-blasted PMC substrates made 

from graphite fiber-reinforced thermo-setting polyimide prior to plasma spray deposition, in 

order to promote the adhesion and fabrication of Zn coatings. Huonnic et al. [17] used 

grit-blasted glass and basalt FRPC tubes to promote the formation of Al coatings. Guanhong et 

al. [59] grit-blasted PMC (carbon fiber-reinforced unsaturated polyester) substrates to promote 

the deposition of Al bond-coats using APS. Although grit blasting allowed the successful 

deposition and adhesion of metal coatings in previous studies, this process may not be a suitable 

method for brittle polymer substrates that are susceptible to cracking and localized fracture under 

the impact of high-velocity grit media. 

Damage induced in the substrate by grit blasting can adversely affect the mechanical 

properties of polymer-based structures. The results of the study by Huonnic et al. [17] suggested 

that grit blasting of FRPC tubes can decrease the burst pressure of composite pipes by 

compromising the integrity of the reinforcing fibers of the composite. The degree of damage is 

dependent on the velocity of the blasting media, which is a function of the control parameters of 

the grit blasting unit and physical properties of the blast medium. Liu et al. [53] showed that the 

level of damage in a graphite fiber-reinforced thermoset polyimide substrate is likely to increase 

at higher pressures of the carrier air of the blasting medium due to the higher velocity of the 

impacting particles. On the other hand, difficulties associated with the grit blasting of 
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polymer-based substrates are not limited to the risk of structural damage. Soft and flexible 

elastomers, such as PU that exhibit high elongation at yield may cause the grit medium to 

rebound from the surface as it deforms elastically under the load of the impinging medium.  

During grit blasting, the roughness of the substrate surface increases as a result of the 

erosive wear caused by the impact of hard particles. The roughness of the substrate surface can 

also be increased via abrasive wear (i.e., grinding) of the substrate surface [53, 56, 62]. Huang et 

al. [56] showed that grinding of the surface of quartz fiber-reinforced polyimide (thermoset) 

substrates using abrasive paper (mesh size 240) can increase the surface roughness through 

abrasion of the substrate resin and exposure of the fibers. Liu et al. [53] roughened the surface of 

graphite fiber-reinforced thermo-setting polyimide substrates by both grinding and grit blasting. 

The grinding was conducted by using a range of sandpaper mesh sizes from 60 to 1000. The 

maximum shear adhesion strength of the coating was obtained by using mesh size 100, which 

was still lower than that of samples roughened with grit blasting at pressures higher than 

0.2 MPa. This suggests that irregular surface asperities caused by the impact of high-velocity 

grits can result in mechanical bonds of higher strength between the surfaces and the deposited 

splats compared to those of abraded surfaces produced by grinding. On the other hand, due to the 

mechanical damage caused by the grit blasting and grinding, these methods may not be suitable 

for surface pre-treatment prior to the thermal spray process and alternative methods may be 

warranted.  

The deposition of thermally sprayed coatings onto polymer-based substrates without 

surface preparation has also been reported in literature [48, 49, 63, 64]. In cold spraying, the 

sprayed particles are heated to temperatures below the melting temperature of the powder 
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material. Thus, the metal particles are stiffer and may penetrate into the soft polymeric substrates 

when accelerated to high velocities. Also, process parameters can allow the hot carrier gas to 

soften the polymer-based substrate beyond the threshold of penetration for impinging metal 

particles, resulting in particle penetration into the substrate and ultimate adhesion. The sprayed 

particles would form a mechanical bond with the deposited metal particles already attached to 

the polymer-based substrate. 

The incorporation of a granular material on the surface of the polymer substrate is an 

alternative method that has been used to increase the roughness of the substrate surface, in lieu of 

grit blasting. Gonzalez et al. [18] roughened the surface of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy tubes by 

the addition a layer of garnet sand during the curing process prior to the flame spray deposition 

of Al-12Si coatings. In contrast to results reported by Hounnic et al. [17], where the grit blasting 

process was employed, this technique did not alter the strength of the FRPC tubes and the 

internal pressure required to cause fracture and damage of the coated FRPC specimens remained 

unchanged from that of the uncoated FRPC specimens. The addition of a ceramic granular 

material, with its low thermal conductivity, also provided a barrier to heat transfer from the high-

temperature flame and particles, protecting the polymer substrate from high-temperature 

degradation during the thermal spray process [18]. Also, Robitaille et al. [19] suggested that the 

granular metal layer can be added to the substrate surface during the curing process of the 

polymer substrate to promote thermal spray deposition. In this study, a layer of Cu particles were 

added onto the unidirectional/weave carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy (thermoset) substrate during 

the curing process to enable the deposition of cold-sprayed Zn coatings without inducing any 

damage to the substrate fibers. Deposition on the substrate with no surface pre-treatment led to 

erosion of epoxy and exposure and damage of the carbon fibers. In another study by Lopera-
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Valle et al. [30, 31], it was shown that the layer of granular sand material can also be added to 

the thermosetting substrate (glass fiber-reinforced epoxy composite) surface by applying a layer 

of adhesive after the curing process, which allowed the deposition of coatings consisting of 

80 wt.% nickel and 20 wt.% chromium (Ni-20Cr). Figure 1-5 shows a cross-section image of the 

deposited Ni-20Cr coating and the sand layer added onto the FRPC substrate [31]. As evidenced 

by Fig.  1-5, the metal coating and the granular particles used for roughening the polymer-based 

substrate are bound by mechanical interlocking. 

 

Figure 1-5 Backscattered scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross section of a 

flame-sprayed Ni-20Cr coating deposited onto a FRPC substrate [31]  

1.3.6 Deposition of Metal Bond-Coat 

In the case of deposition of powder particles with high melting temperatures, regardless 

of the heat produced by the spray plume, localized degradation of the polymer substrate can 

occur as a result of the impact of high-temperature particles. Under these circumstances, 

fabrication of an intermediate metal coating with lower melting temperature particles can be 

advantageous. Guanhong et al. [59] deposited an Al bond-coat onto carbon fiber-reinforced 

unsaturated polyester (thermoset) substrate prior to deposition of the final aluminium oxide 
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(Al2O3) coating by APS. This technique allowed for enhanced protection of the polymer 

substrate from the high temperatures of the molten and semi-molten Al2O3 particles and the high 

temperature of the plasma spray deposition process. Aluminium bond-coats deposited at shorter 

stand-off distances and higher plasma currents were found to have higher adhesion strength. This 

was due to the greater deformation exhibited by splats and the overall improvement in 

morphology that led to a denser structure of the coating. Huang et al. [56] deposited Al as a 

bond-coat prior to spraying the final yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coating in an effort to 

protect the fiber-reinforced polyimide substrate from the high temperature of the plasma-sprayed 

YSZ deposition particles. Alternatively, it was further shown by Huang et al., [62] that the use of 

Zn as a bond-coat provided better thermal protection for the polymer substrate. This was likely 

due to the lower thermal conductivity of Zn of approximately 116 W/m-K in comparison to that 

of Al of approximately 237 W/m-K [65]. As a result of the deposition of the Zn bond-coat, the 

final deposited coating had higher thermal shock resistance compared to that of the Al bond-coat. 

Thus, deposition of a suitable bond-coat can reduce the adverse thermal effects of thermal spray 

metallization of polymer-based substrates. Liu et al. [54] studied the effect of the bond-coat 

material on the microstructure and shear adhesion strength of plasma-sprayed coatings deposited 

onto graphite fiber-reinforced polyimide substrates. It was found that materials with higher 

melting temperature, such as Cu (melting temperature of 1083°C) and nickel (melting 

temperature of 1453°C), produced thermal damage on the polymer-based substrate (polyimide) 

upon deposition. This thermal damage affected the bond strength between the carbon fibers and 

the polyimide matrix, which led to separation of some fibers and a weak bonding at the coating-

substrate interface. The bond-coats of materials with lower melting temperature, such as Al 
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(melting temperature of 660°C) and Zn (melting temperature of 418°C), did not delaminate from 

the substrate.  

1.3.7 Thermal Spray Process Parameters 

The properties of thermal-sprayed coatings are a function of the spraying parameters. 

Thermal spray parameters can be considered as the process inputs that affect the particle 

velocity, particle temperature, and substrate temperature distribution. The substrate temperature 

distribution is of particular importance when depositing on substrates with a low heat capacity, 

such as polymer-based materials. In this case, the spraying parameters not only affect the 

morphology of the final deposited coating, they also affect the level of damage that the substrate 

might experience during the thermal spraying process. Accordingly, the parameters should be 

selected based on the physical properties of the sprayed particles and the substrate heat capacity. 

Consequently, spraying parameters such as the electric current input in plasma and arc spraying, 

and fuel and oxygen feeding rates in flame spraying should be apt to ensure that the produced 

thermal load will not compromise the integrity of the polymer substrates. To that end, Guanhong 

et al. [59] studied the effect of the plasma spray current on the quality of the coatings deposited 

onto polymer substrates. It was shown that the use of high currents and long spraying times 

during plasma spraying of Al2O3 introduced thermal damage to carbon fiber-reinforced polyester 

substrates even with pre-deposition of Al as bond-coat. Other spraying parameters such as air 

cooling and varying the stand-off distance between the thermal spray heat source and the 

substrate can be employed for further process control. It has been found that the stand-off 

distance influences the metal coating deposition onto polymer-based substrates [20, 21]. Shorter 

stand-off distances led to shorter in-flight time of the metal particles and, therefore, they had 

higher impact velocity and temperature and reduced oxide content. On the other hand, shorter 
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stand-off distances produce a higher heat flux into the substrate, increasing the temperature 

within that substrate [66]. This increased the risk of imposing excessive thermal load onto heat 

sensitive substrates such as polymer-based materials. Thus, although shorter stand-off distance 

can lead to higher deformation of splats and improved coating morphology, setting the stand-off 

distance to very low values is not recommended for thermal spray deposition onto 

polymer-based materials, unless temperature control methods such as air cooling are used.  

The injection of compressed air during the thermal spraying process is an effective 

method to cool the substrate and limit thermal damage induced by the thermal spray deposition 

process. As shown by Floristan et al. [67], air cooling was utilized to reduce the thermal load on 

the substrate and prevent the coating from cracking during plasma spraying of TiO2 coatings 

onto glass substrates. The addition of compressed air can protect the substrate from 

residual-stress induced cracking by reducing the thermal load and temperature within the 

substrate and allow thermal spray deposition at shorter stand-off distances. As a result of shorter 

stand-off distances, coatings with lower electrical resistance were deposited due to the reduction 

in oxidation, higher deformation and improved interlocking of splats and lower porosity of the 

TiO2 coating [67]. In another study, Voyer et al. [20, 21] utilized air cooling of the substrate 

during the deposition of flame-sprayed Al coatings onto substrates made of polyester woven 

fabric (thermoset). It was shown that by introducing cool air and optimizing the spraying 

parameters, the stand-off distance could be reduced without imposing any evident thermal 

damage to the polymer-based substrate. This technique allowed for the fabrication of metal 

coatings with improved morphology.  
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Similar to other thermal spray metallization processes, cold spray parameters play an 

important role on determining the final characteristics of the deposited coating and possible 

mitigation of damage of the polymer-based substrate. Ganesan et al. [48] explored the feasibility 

of the cold spray process for the deposition of Cu and Sn coatings onto PVC substrates. It was 

shown that the gas temperature affects the coating deposition efficiency, possibly due to the 

thermal softening of the PVC substrate. Thermal softening of the substrate occurred under 

conditions in which the gas temperature exceeded the glass transition temperature of the PVC 

substrate (353 K) and changed the condition of the substrate from a rigid to a rubbery state. It 

was further shown that Sn powder particles had higher deposition efficiency than Cu particles 

due to the soft nature of Sn and its lower impact energy compared to that of Cu. In a subsequent 

study, Ganesan et al. [64] evaluated the effect of substrate type on the deposition efficiency of 

cold-sprayed Cu and Sn particles, using thermoset epoxy and thermoplastic PVC substrates. It 

was found that brittle epoxy substrate exhibited a lower coating deposition efficiency compared 

to that of PVC. Fracture of the epoxy substrate was observed during cold spray deposition, 

whereas the soft PVC substrate allowed the penetration of impacting particles, which resulted in 

higher deposition efficiency [64]. Thermal softening of carbon fiber-reinforced PEEK450CA30 

substrates caused by the high temperature of gas during cold spray deposition of Al powder has 

also been reported by Zhou et al. [49]. The softening of the PEEK450CA30 matrix was found to 

be responsible for the penetration of Al particles into the FRPC material and the formation of a 

mechanical bond between Al particles and the polymer-based substrate [49]. Thus, depending on 

the mechanical properties of the substrate and the cold spray parameters, particles with high 

velocity either rebound from or penetrate into the substrate [44]. In a comprehensive study by 

King et al. [44], the embedment of copper particles into a series of substrates, namely polyamide 
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(nylon), PU, HDPE, PTFE, PC, and polypropylene (PP) was investigated. The Cu particles were 

embedded into the polymer substrates by increasing the gas temperature from 150ºC to 350ºC.  

The maximum penetration depth occurred in the PU (softest material) and HDPE (lowest melting 

temperature). However, due to the softening of the substrates that were studied, the Cu particles 

did not deform properly to form a continuous electrically conductive coating. Similarly, in a 

study conducted by Gardon et al.  [68], it was found that due to the softening of the substrate 

(bio-compatible PEEK), the cold-sprayed titanium particles penetrated into the substrate in the 

absence of coating build-up. A balance between the carrier gas temperature and the thermal 

softening of the polymer substrate was experimentally found to permit the deposition of titanium 

coatings. Another study conducted by Lupoi et al.  [63] showed that Cu and Al powder particles 

are not suitable for cold spray metallization of polymer-based substrates such as PC/ABS blend, 

polystyrene, polyamide-6, and PP substrates. The high density of Cu particles led to high impact 

energy and erosion of the polymer substrates with higher erosion rates at higher gas pressure. 

Fabrication of Al coatings was unattainable since the required critical velocity for cold spray 

deposition of Al particles was not achieved for the given substrates and process parameters. On 

the other hand, Sn, with lower specific weight and melting temperature was successfully 

deposited onto all tested polymer-based substrates of the same study [63]. Therefore, along with 

the carrier gas temperature, the feedstock particle material properties have a significant effect on 

the deposition of cold-sprayed metal coatings onto polymer-based substrates. If the gas 

temperature is not sufficiently high so as to soften the impacting particles, the high velocity, rigid 

particles may either penetrate or erode the substrate upon impact. However, introducing 

excessive heat during the cold spray deposition process can soften the substrate and limit the 

particle impact energy that remains available for particle deformation, adiabatic shear instability 
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heating, and ultimate adhesion. In general, knowledge of the particle velocity and substrate 

temperature distribution during the thermal spray deposition process can facilitate the 

experimental approach to find the optimum spray parameters for the deposition of metal coatings 

onto polymer-based substrates. 

1.4 Temperature Distribution within Substrates during the Thermal Spraying 

Process 

Damage caused by the high temperature of the thermal spraying process is one of the 

main concerns in thermal spray metallization of polymer-based substrates. Accordingly, a model 

that can predict the temperature distribution in the substrate during the spraying process will be 

useful to ensure that the substrate temperature is kept below critical values. In addition, 

knowledge about the effect of spraying parameters such as cooling air pressure and stand-off 

distance on the substrate temperature distribution would facilitate the optimization process. 

To determine the temperature distribution within substrate during spraying, a transient 

heat conduction problem should be solved. A number of previous studies have focused on 

development of analytical and numerical models for determination of the temperature 

distribution during the thermal spraying process. Pawlowski [66] developed an analytical model 

based on the assumption that the coated substrate is a semi-infinite body. The model was then 

employed to study the influence of spraying distance and initial temperature of the substrate on 

temperature distribution within the coating [66]. Hugot et al. [69] used a 2D finite element (FE) 

model to determine the temperature distribution within substrate and resulting residual stresses. 

Good agreement between the numerical model and the experimental data was obtained for the 

preheating stage [69]. FE modeling has also been used to model electric arc spraying for 
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determination of temperature distribution during spraying [70]. There was good agreement 

between the experimental and computed temperatures [70]. Finite difference method is another 

numerical technique that has been found to be reliable for the simulation of thermal spraying 

processes [71-73]. Zhu et al. [71] have modeled electric arc spraying by using the finite 

difference method while in another study by Bao et al. [72, 73] the flame spraying process was 

modeled by using the finite difference method. To avoid the disadvantages of methods that 

involve meshing, Wu et al. [74] have developed a model based on a meshless local Petrov-

Galerkin method to simulate the plasma spraying process. The model was verified 

experimentally and a strong influence of the spraying stand-off distance on the substrate 

temperature was shown [74]. On the other hand, Green’s functions have been shown to be 

powerful and efficient tools to obtain analytical solutions for transient heat conduction problems 

[75-79]. Monds et al. [76] have employed the Green’s function method to determine the 

temperature distribution in skin when exposed to simulated fire by developing a finite-length 

scale heat conduction model. Good agreement between the mathematical model results and 

experimental results was reported [76].  Grine et al. [77] used a Green’s function methodology to 

identify temperature distribution in a flat plate exposed to convective heat transfer and a known 

heat flux, which is the amount of heat energy transferred per unit area of surface. Again, good 

agreement between the experimental findings and the results of the theoretical model was found 

[77]. Fernandes et al. [78] have shown that the Green’s function method will reduce the 

computational time that is required to execute the mathematical models, in comparison to that 

which is required for models based on full numerical methods. Wang et al. [80] also showed that 

the Green’s function approach requires lower computational time since the value of each time 

step is not subjected to instabilities, which may be typical of the FE method. 
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1.5 Wear Resistance of Polyurethane 

The main application of PU liners is to protect the component substrate material from 

erosion caused by solid particle impact. Metallization of the PU by thermal spraying processes 

can influence its wear resistance by affecting the temperature distribution within the PU during 

service. Therefore, knowledge regarding the effect of temperature on wear resistance of PU 

elastomers can provide insight on the possible effects of the deposited metallic coatings on the 

erosion resistance of PU. Although the relationship between the wear resistance of elastomers 

and their mechanical properties has been the subject of previous studies, their wear phenomena 

has been found to be a complex process involving many parameters that affect the final wear 

performance [8, 9]. Ping et al. [15] showed that two PU samples with similar tensile and tear 

strengths had different erosion rates, which was probably due to differences in elongation at 

break of the two samples. Beck et al. [81] showed that PU samples with similar hardness had 

different erosion rates. Variation of hysteresis of the samples was presupposed to be the factor 

affecting the erosion rate of the PU. Hysteresis of a polymer represents the fractional energy lost 

in a deformation cycle. Samples with higher hysteresis had higher erosion rates. Temperature 

rise caused by the hysteresis of PU samples was suggested to have an effect on the erosion rate 

of the PU. This would indicate that the variation in temperature due to the higher heat generation 

could have adversely affected the wear rate of PU elastomers. In a comprehensive study by Li et 

al. [8], the erosion resistance of a series of castable PU elastomers with almost the same rebound 

resilience was investigated. A trend of increase in erosion rate with increasing hardness, tensile 

modulus, and tensile strength was observed. The softest material with the lowest tensile strength 

produced the maximum resistance to erosive wear. On the other hand, Hutchings et al. [82] 

showed that there was no simple relation between the wear rate of rubber elastomers and 
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material and mechanical properties such as Shore hardness, ultimate tensile elongation, and 

tensile strength. Rebound resilience was found to be the most dominant factor affecting the wear 

resistance of rubber elastomers in which the rubber with higher rebound resilience had the 

highest erosion resistance.  

The mechanical properties of PU elastomers are sensitive to temperature and may vary 

significantly even by changing the temperature by only approximately 50°C. Thus, the 

temperature rise during a wear experiment may affect the erosion resistance of PU adversely, and 

this has been reported in fact in previous studies [7, 11, 14, 81, 83-86]. However, the number of 

studies that have focused on designing a test assembly for studying the effect of working 

temperature on erosion resistance of PU and, in general, elastomers are limited. Zuev et al. [87] 

studied the effect of slurry temperature on the erosion rate of rubber elastomers. The erosion rate 

decreased when the temperature was increased from 20°C to 70°C. The increase in elasticity at 

higher temperatures of the rubber was suggested as the parameter that caused the reduction in the 

erosion rate. Marei et al. [88] reported similar phenomenon when evaluating the erosion of 

rubber in an air blasting test scheme at elevated air temperatures. It was found that the higher the 

difference between the testing temperature and the glass transition temperature of the rubber, the 

lower the erosion rate. It should be noted that neither of the aforementioned studies of Zuev et al. 

[87] and Marei et al. [88] focused on determining the actual temperature distribution within the 

samples during the erosion test. Hill et al. [83] evaluated the wear performance of PU by 

employing an abrasion testing procedure based on ASTM Standard G65 [89]. The temperature 

rise during the abrasion test improved the wear resistance of the elastomer and that outcome was 

attributed to the softening of PU and its lower hardness at elevated temperatures. On the other 

hand, in other studies, a decrease in the erosion resistance of PU has been reported at elevated 
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temperatures [7, 14]. Zhang et al. [14] found that the temperature rise caused by the hysteresis 

decreased the erosion resistance of the PU during the erosion test. Due to the low thermal 

conductivity of PU, the heat generated by hysteresis caused a temperature rise in the layer 

beneath the surface. This higher temperature decreased the cohesive energy between the surface 

layer and the substrate, finally leading to lower erosion resistance. Zhang et al. [7] showed that 

the erosion rate increased by increasing the PU thickness beyond a threshold level. The heat 

generated that was caused by hysteresis and subsequent temperature rise was found to be 

responsible for the increase in erosion rate.  

1.6 Finite Element Modeling of Wear Processes 

Erosion caused by solid particle impact is a complicated process due to the high number 

of factors that affect the wear mechanism and final erosion rate. The wear resistance is a function 

of a) the properties of the erodant particles, their shape, density, size, and hardness, b) the 

properties of the target material, including Young’s modulus, plastic behavior and failure 

behavior, and c) wear testing parameters, such as velocity of erodant particle, angle of impacts, 

testing temperature, and flow rate of the erodant particles [90]. Accordingly, experimental study 

of the wear phenomenon to investigate all the influencing parameters is time consuming and 

costly. To that end, a number of analytical and numerical models have been developed to date for 

a wide range of erosion conditions to study the wear phenomenon [91]. The models developed 

can assist with understanding the fundamental principles of the wear mechanisms and after 

verification can be used as predictive tools to study the effect of different parameters on the wear 

rate. Through different models developed to date, the finite element (FE) technique has received 

much attention for simulating the solid particle erosion both for fundamental study of the erosion 

phenomenon and also as a tool for prediction of the effect of testing conditions on the wear 
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resistance of the target material. Eltobgy et al. [90] developed a 3D FE model to simulate the 

erosion caused by solid particle impact of Ti–6Al–4V substrate material. The model developed 

enabled the study of the residual stresses produced during the erosion process. The effect of 

particle size, velocity, and impact angle on the erosion rate was also studied [90]. Balu et al. [91] 

developed a FE model to study the erosion behavior of AISI 4140 steel and nickel (Ni) - tungsten 

carbide (WC) metal matrix composites (MMC). The model was verified by comparing the 

computed data with data obtained from experiments. The model was further employed to study 

the effect of impingement angle, velocity, and the shape of erodant particles on the erosion rate 

and produced stresses. FE modeling of the erosion process caused by solid particle impact of 

both ductile and brittle materials have been the subject of some previous studies. Examples of 

ductile materials that were the subject of modelling included Steel, Al6061-T6 [92], Ti-6Al-4V 

[90] while the examples for modeling of erosion of brittle materials included cermets such as 

Cr3C2/NiCr [93] and Silicon carbide [94]. Furthermore, FE modeling of erosion caused by solid 

particle impact can also be extended to simulate the machining processes that involve material 

removal caused by solid particle impact such as water jet machining [95, 96].  

Although numerous studies have focused on development of FE models for modeling the 

erosion caused by solid particle impact of ductile metals and brittle cermet materials, a limited 

number of studies have focused on modelling the solid particle erosion of soft elastomeric 

materials such as PU. Martinez et al. [97] developed a 2D FE model for an in depth analysis of 

the wear phenomenon as a result of sliding and contact of PU over rough metal surfaces. The 

Yeoh strain energy potential function was chosen to describe the hyperelastic behavior of PU. 

Compression tests were conducted for data fitting of the chosen material model formulation. FE 

simulation allowed for micro level evaluation of the contact between the PU and rough metal 
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surface. The calculated stresses from the FE model supported the hypothesis that there was a 

possibility of crack formation below the worn surface. In a recent study by Zhang et al. [7], a FE 

model based on an elastic-plastic constitutive law with linear isotropic hardening for material 

formulation was developed to simulate the impact of a single particle on PU liners with different 

thicknesses. The results obtained were validated with experimental temperature measurements. 

The element removal criterion was defined to model the material removal and calculate the wear 

rate as a result of impact of a single particle. The FE model predicted improvement in erosion 

resistance by increasing the coating thickness similar to data obtained from experiments. 

However, the FE model failed to predict the increase in erosion rate at larger film thicknesses 

due to the effect of temperature rise in thicker PU liners. In another study by Gong et al. [98], a 

3D combined FE-mesh free model was developed to simulate the solid particle erosion of PU 

liners. The use of the mesh free formulation was chosen to eliminate the adverse effects of 

element distortion in FE model. In mesh free techniques, there is no connection between the 

nodes, and the model is discretized with scattered particles. The Johnson-Cook model, a 

viscoplastic material model, was used to develop the FE model. The area impacted had large 

deformations and was discretized by smoothed hydrodynamics (SPH) particles, a classic 

meshfree model, and the remaining section was modeled by FEM meshes. The obtained results 

by the combined FE-mesh free and FE model were compared in terms of the stresses produced. 

The results obtained show that the difference between the calculated stresses at the impact point 

by the two models were negligible [98]. However, the computation time by the FE model was 

approximately four times shorter. Although in a few studies the FE technique has been employed 

to simulate the wear phenomenon of PU elastomers, the number of developed models that take 
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into account the effect of some of the mechanical properties of PU elastomers such as stress 

softening and/or the effect of repeated impact of particles is limited. 

1.7 Summary 

Among all elastomeric materials, PU elastomers have received particular attention given 

that they can be processed by methods typically used for polymers while still having the superior 

mechanical properties of vulcanized rubber such as high elasticity, high load capacity, and 

resistance to tear. The relatively low cost of PU elastomers and the fact that their resistance to 

wear is greater than that of most elastomers and even some of the hard-faced coatings has made 

PU an appropriate option for use as protective liners in large scale applications such as pipelines. 

However, low thermal and electrical conductivity of PU similar to most polymers have limited 

its functionality for use in environments with high temperature or where high electrical 

conductivity is required. Metallization of polymeric materials by the deposition of conductive 

coatings is a possible technique to augment the effective thermal and electrical conductivity of a 

polymeric material, but it has proven to be challenging. Review of thermal spray metallization of 

polymeric substrates revealed that although the working temperature of cold spraying process is 

comparatively lower than other thermal spraying processes, it is not an appropriate method for 

deposition of continues conductive coatings on soft elastomeric materials such as PU. 

Alternatively, the flame spraying process allows for better control of spraying parameters and 

has a lower working temperature than plasma spraying and arc spraying. This suggests that 

employing the flame spraying process may be a more pragmatic choice for deposition of metallic 

coatings on heat sensitive polymers such as PU. Surface pretreatment prior to thermal spraying is 

mandatory to facilitate the adhesion of the impacting powder particles. In contrast to metallic 

substrates, the grit blasting is not the ideal option for roughening the surface of polymer-based 
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substrates. Breakage and localized fracture of hard polymer-based substrates can occur during 

grit blasting. Alternatively, the grit media may rebound or penetrate into the soft polymeric 

elastomers without formation of substantial roughness on the substrate surface. Thus, alternative 

methods for pretreatment of the surface of polymer-based substrates such as the addition of 

granular material during the curing process are of interest. The thermal spray process parameters 

have a significant influence on the morphology of the deposited coatings and also the thermal 

and mechanical damage that the polymeric substrate may experience during the spraying 

process. The thermal load can be controlled by adjustment of spraying parameters such as the 

temperature of the plume and stand-off distance. Techniques such as substrate air cooling has 

been shown to be effective in cooling the substrate during the spraying process. Knowledge 

about the temperature distribution within the substrate during the spraying process can allow to 

study the effect of process parameters on the temperature distribution and facilitate the 

sensitivity analysis. 

Thermal spray metallization can improve the heat transfer rate of the polymeric material. 

Thus, the metallization of polymers such as PU can affect the in service temperature distribution 

and, therefore, its wear resistance. Although several studies have addressed the effect of 

temperature on the wear performance of PU elastomers, the literature is inconclusive about the 

effect of temperature on wear resistance of PU. Further research to study the effect of heat and 

temperature on wear properties of PU is essential to gain knowledge and greater understanding 

about the erosion mechanisms of the material at elevated temperatures and identify the key 

parameters that affect the wear resistance. The wear phenomenon has been found to be a 

complex process involving many parameters that affect the final wear performance. For that 

reason, simulating the erosion process by techniques such as FE formulation can allow for closer 
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study of the wear phenomenon and deeper understanding of the material removal mechanism 

during erosion caused by solid particle impact. 

1.8 Objectives 

The objectives of this doctoral research project were to: 

i) Investigate the possibility of deposition of continuous conductive metallic coatings 

on PU substrates. 

ii) Develop a robust analytical model for determination of temperature distribution 

within the substrate during the flame spraying process. 

iii) Study the effect of flame spraying parameters of air pressure and stand-off distance 

on the temperature distribution within the substrate, the electrical resistance and the 

characteristics of coatings deposited on PU substrates. 

iv) Study possible changes in dynamic mechanical properties of PU substrates due to the 

exposure to heat from the flame spray torch. 

v) Design and develop an erosion test assembly capable of wear testing at controlled 

temperatures to study the effect of temperature on wear resistance of PU elastomers. 

vi) Find the mechanical properties that best correlate with the erosion resistance of PU 

elastomers at controlled temperatures. 

vii) Develop a numerical model based on the FE technique to simulate the solid particle 

erosion process of PU elastomers at controlled temperatures. 
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1.9 Thesis Organization 

The present thesis document has several Chapters with the following structure: Chapter 2 

focuses on the development of a novel heat transfer model for prediction of the temperature 

distribution within PU substrates during flame spraying process. The experimental setup that was 

employed for fabrication of metallic coatings and further verification of the developed models 

have also been included in this Chapter. In Chapter 3 of this thesis document, the microstructure 

and electrical properties of the flame sprayed metallic coatings is studied. Discussion about the 

effect of flame spraying process parameters on temperature distribution and its corresponding 

effect on coating characteristic is also discussed in this Chapter. Chapter 4 presents the novel 

testing assembly that was developed to study the effect of temperature on erosion resistance of 

PU elastomers. Evaluation of the worn surfaces and studying the relation between the 

mechanical properties of PU elastomers and the erosion rates at set temperatures are other 

subjects that will be discussed in this Chapter. In Chapter 5, details about the developed FE 

model for simulating the erosion of PU elastomers is provided. The obtained results from the 

simulation and the effect of material properties such as ultimate strength, elongation at break and 

softness on produced stresses and strains are discussed in this Chapter. Chapter 6 summarizes the 

conclusions from this thesis. Finally, Chapter 7 provides the suggestions for future work as for 

extension and modification of this research work. 
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Chapter 2  

Determination of Temperature Distribution within 

Polyurethane Substrate during Flame Spraying Process 

The deposition of metallic coatings on polymer-based substrates by using a thermal 

spraying process is a challenging task due to the thermal sensitivity of polymeric materials and 

the high temperatures that are typical of thermal spraying processes. Thus, predicting the 

temperature distribution in the substrate during spraying is considered a key factor in the 

selection of appropriate coating materials and control of process parameters. Analytical and 

numerical models for the prediction of the temperature distribution within polyurethane substrate 

during flame spraying was developed. An experimental setup was developed to generate data as 

for the verification of the developed models. In addition to validating the model with 

experimental results, it was also verified by comparing its predictions with those of an 

established model. The model was further utilized to study the effect of air pressure and the 

stand-off distance of the flame spray torch on the temperature distribution in the substrate.  

Some sections of the work presented in this chapter have been published in Surface and 

Coatings Technology, (259) 625-636, 2014, and proceedings of The Canadian Society for 

Mechanical Engineering (CSME) International Congress, Toronto, ON, Canada, June 1 4, 2014.  
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Nomenclature 

T temperature (°C) 

x x coordinate (m) 

y y coordinate (m) 

z z coordinate (m) 

x' x coordinate dummy variable (m) 

x* non-dimensionalized x coordinate 

t time (sec) 

tl time duration that takes the torch to scan each 

horizontal line (s) 

tp time duration that takes the torch to scan the 

whole rectangular area in each pass (s) 

ts total spraying time (s) 

t* non-dimensionalized time 

k thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 

G Green`s function (°C) 

F function in Green`s functions equation (°C) 

Fo Fourier number, Fo = αtL
-2

 

f function in Green`s functions equation (Wm-2) 

f ’ function in Green`s functions equation (°C) 

V transverse velocity of the torch (ms-1) 

W width of the area scanned by the torch in each 

pass (m) 

L thickness of the substrate (m) 

d displacement from the center of torch (m) 

 

q" heat flux (Wm-2) 

Q"total-p heat per unit area absorbed by the 

substrate in each pass (Jm-2) 

q"AVG-p average heat flux of each pass (Wm-2) 

q"AVG average heat flux for np number of 

passes (Wm-2) 

np number of passes 

n summation index 

m increment number 

mp total number of increments 

 
 
 
Greek Symbols 

 
α thermal diffusivity (m2s-1) 

λ eigenvalue (m-1) 

τ time dummy variable (s) 

η' vector normal to the surface pointing 

outward 

T* non-dimensionalized temperature 

∞ infinity 
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2.1 Experimental Method 

The operation of a flame spray torch over PU substrate samples was used as the basis to 

generate experimental data to validate the model that was developed in this study. In particular, 

the experimental study consisted of PU substrate preparation, flame spray deposition of coatings 

onto PU, and the measurement of heat flux and transient temperatures. 

2.1.1 Flame Spraying 

A flame spray torch (6PII, Oerlikon Metco, Westbury, NY, USA) was used to deposit 

conductive coatings on PU substrates. The torch was operated by a programmable robot (HP-20, 

Motoman, Yaskawa Electric Corp., Waukegan, IL, USA). The combustion of oxygen and 

acetylene was utilized to generate a flame to melt and accelerate aluminum alloy powder 

particles for coating fabrication. Air was added to the flame through the air cap that was located 

on the tip of the flame spray gun to shape the flame and to provide cooling to mitigate damage to 

the polymer substrate. The powder material was fed through a volumetric powder feeder (5MPE, 

Oerlikon Metco, Westbury, NY, USA) with argon as the carrier gas. Three sets of spraying 

parameters, subsequently denoted S1, S2, and S3 spraying conditions, were explored in this 

study, as presented in Table 2-1. In Table 2-1, the stand-off distance (SOD) is defined as the 

distance between the torch and the substrate surface, the increment size represents the vertical 

height that the torch moves after completely traversing the substrate surface after each pass, 

argon is the carrier gas for the feedstock powder, and Flow Meter Reading (FMR) is a unitless 

parameter representing the relative powder feed rate as measured by the volumetric powder 

feeder. 
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Table 2-1: Flame spraying parameters (NLPM: normal liters per minute, 

SOD: stand-off distance) 

Set No. S1 S2 S3 

Oxygen flow rate (NLPM) 15 15 15 

Acetylene flow rate (NLPM) 6 6 6 

Air pressure (gage pressure, kPa) 34.5 68.9 103.4 

Argon pressure (gage pressure, kPa) 482.6 482.6 482.6 

Argon flow rate for powder (NLPM) 9.4 9.4 9.4 

Flow meter reading (FMR) of powder 120 120 90 

Powder feed rate (g/min) 84 ± 2 (n = 3) 84 ± 2 (n = 3) 51 ± 2 (n = 3) 

SOD (mm) 215 215 150 

Torch velocity (mm/s) 500 500 500 

Increment size (mm) 4 4 4 

 

A spherical gas-atomized powder of aluminum with 12 wt  % silicon (Al-12Si) (52C-NS, 

Oerlikon Metco, Westbury, NY, USA) with a size distribution of 45 to 90 μm (-90+45 μm) was 

used in this study. This eutectic material has a lower melting temperature (577°C) than pure 

aluminum (660°C). Figure 2-1 shows that the morphology of the powder particles was 

predominantly spherical. 
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Figure 2-1 Morphology of Al-12Si powder particles 

2.1.2 Polyurethane Substrate Preparation 

The PU material that was selected as the substrate for this study was fabricated from 

100% solid toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) ether castable PU (NR 606, Normac Adhesives Products 

Ltd., Burlington, ON, Canada). This castable PU consisted of two parts: a resin (Part A) and a 

hardener (Part B). In the preparation of the PU samples, 80 g of resin was mixed with 12 g of 

hardener and the mixture was blended mechanically for two minutes. The mixture was degassed 

in a vacuum chamber at -85 kPa of vacuum pressure for five minutes in order to extract any 

entrapped air. The PU was poured gently into a steel mold that was coated with a release agent 

(Frekote 700 NC, Henkel Corporation, Rocky Hill, CT, USA) and placed in an oven that was 

preheated to 50°C to allow for curing. After 40 minutes of curing Al-12Si powder particles were 

distributed uniformly over the PU surface to act as a roughening agent in preparation for the 

deposition process. At this stage of the curing process the PU substrates were sufficiently soft to 
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allow for penetration of the Al-12Si powder particles onto the surface, while avoiding complete 

immersion of the particles into the surface. The curing process was continued for an additional 

4 hours at 82°C. Upon completion of the curing and cool-down process, the samples were cut 

into 100 mm x 10 mm x 2.9 mm sections and rinsed with acetone to remove unattached particles. 

A stream of air was also blown over the surface of the samples prior to spraying to ensure that all 

unattached Al-12Si particles were removed. The thermal properties of the fabricated PU 

substrates are shown in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2 Thermal properties of the PU substrate [7, 99] 

Thermal property Value 

k (W/m-ºC) 0.2 

α (m
2
/s) 1.08 x 10

-7
 

 

2.1.3 Heat Flux and Temperature Measurements 

The heat flux from the flame of the torch and the temperature distribution along the 

surface of the PU substrate that was directly exposed to the flame was measured in this study. 

The heat flux was measured by using a heat flux sensor that was developed by Sullivan et al. 

[100]. The heat flux sensor uses measured transient temperatures at the front and rear surfaces of 

an aluminum block as inputs into an equation for the heat flux that was derived from a heat 

conduction governing equation. Details of the development of the sensor and heat flux equation 

are presented elsewhere [100]. 
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Two J type thermocouples (Gage 30, Thermo Electric Ltd., Brampton, ON, Canada) were 

inserted into the PU substrate as shown schematically in Fig. 2-2 in order to measure the 

transient temperature. A data acquisition system (SCXI 1600, National Instruments, Austin, TX, 

USA) was used to collect the data of transient temperatures during the heating and spraying 

processes. The data collection rate was 100 Hz. The data obtained from thermocouple T1 (see 

Fig. 2-2) was used as the transient temperature boundary condition in the mathematical model 

for the temperature distribution in the PU substrate. The data from thermocouple T2 was used to 

validate the mathematical model. The thermocouples were press-fitted into orifices that were 

made in the PU substrate. This ensured a near perfect contact between the thermocouples and the 

PU substrate to mitigate thermal contact resistance. 

 

Figure 2-2 Schematic of the position of thermocouples inserted into the PU substrate 

2.2 Heat Transfer Model for Determination of Temperature Distribution 

In the flame spray deposition process, the torch traverses the substrate surface and, 

depending on parameters such as the number of layers and the speed of the torch, the amount of 

heat absorbed by the substrate from the torch during the heating and deposition processes will 
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vary. The amount of energy absorbed by the substrate, in particular, polymer-based substrates, 

will result in a temperature distribution that may have an adverse impact on the chemistry, 

microstructure, and/or integrity of the material [17, 18, 54]. To that end, a transient, one-

dimensional (1D) heat conduction model was developed to estimate the temperature distribution 

in a PU substrate during the heating and deposition processes of flame spraying. Figure 2-3 

shows a schematic of the problem. Heat flux from the torch and powders was applied uniformly 

across the surface of the substrate. In this study, it was assumed that heat conduction through the 

PU substrate was one dimensional since the thickness, L, was much smaller than the other 

dimensions of the sample. The thermal properties of the PU substrate were assumed to be 

constant. The governing heat conduction equation is  
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The boundary condition at the front surface (x = 0) of the PU substrate is a boundary condition of 

the second kind, where a prescribed heat flux is known. Since the torch will move across the 

surface of the PU substrate, the heat flux observed for a given location over the substrate surface 

is specified generally as a function of time, t. At x = L (see Fig. 2-3), a boundary condition of the 

first kind is given for a known transient temperature at the boundary. In order to solve the partial 

differential equation of Eq. (2-1) with the boundary and initial conditions described in Eqs. (2-2) 

to (2-4), two approaches were employed: a) an analytical approach based on the Green’s function 
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and b) numerical approach based on the controlled volume method. The approach on 

development of the analytical and numerical solutions are described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 2-3 Schematic of the heat conduction model 

2.2.1 Analytical Solution 

The simplified Green’s function solution for boundary conditions of the first and second 

kinds, with no heat generation is given by Eq. (2-5) [101] as 
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The Green’s function was found by solving the homogeneous problem that is governed by 

Eq. (2-1), in which the boundary conditions of Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) were set to zero. Through use 

of the separation of variables method, the Green’s function is [101] 
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The eigenvalues, 𝜆n, were determined by using the homogeneous form of the boundary condition 

of Eq. (2-3), and is given by [101] 
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     for    n = 1, 2, 3,…. (2-7) 

Substitution of Eq. (2-6) into Eq. (2-5) produced the temperature distribution function as  
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Equation (2-8) is the analytical solution for the temperature distribution within the PU substrate 

during the heating and spray deposition processes. The transient temperature at the boundary 

where x = L (see Fig. 2-3) will be measured experimentally in this study. The expression for this 

temperature trace will be substituted into Eq. (2-8) and the integration will be executed in order 

to find the temperature distribution. The heat flux as a transient variable, )(tq  , may complicate 

the integration of Eq. (2-8). Therefore, an average heat flux over the surface will be determined 

and employed.  

The average heat flux was derived by calculating the total amount of heat that the 

substrate absorbed while the torch moved across it. This heat flux was normalized based on the 

spray time duration. In each pass, the torch scanned a rectangular area by moving on horizontal 

lines and moved up to the next horizontal line after reaching the end of each line. The velocity of 

the torch was constant when traversing the PU substrate on horizontal lines due to the existence 

of a three-inch point of departure distance between the start point of the torch and the edge of the 
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substrate over which the torch accelerated from rest to a constant velocity. The amount of heat 

flux that was absorbed at a given point (for example, at the origin in Fig. 2-4) was a function of 

time and position of the torch (z, ym). The total heat absorbed by the substrate at the origin is 

equal to the sum of the heat that is absorbed at the origin as the torch moved on the horizontal 

lines. The total heat absorbed is 
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The average heat flux per pass was derived by normalizing PtotalQ 
 with the time duration for each 

pass as
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Given that the velocity of the torch is
dt

dz
V  , 

V

dz
dt  . At time t = 0, the torch is at location 

2

W
z


 and at time t = tl, it is at location 

2

W
z   (see Fig. 2-4). Also at time t = tl, 

)()( 22

myzqtq  . The average heat flux per each pass of Eq. (2-10) can be rewritten as 
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The total spraying time for np number of passes is higher than that of the summation of 

spraying times of each pass since there exists a rest time that the torch requires for motion from 

each subsequent horizontal line of each pass. Consequently, the average heat flux for np number 

of passes can be calculated as 
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Equation (2-12), coupled with Eq. (2-11), was employed to calculate the average heat flux of the 

torch flame onto the substrate.  

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic of the flame spray torch motion over the substrate 

In this study, validation of the model was accomplished primarily by comparison with 

experimentally measured data. Further validation of the model was conducted in which it was 

simplified by making the assumption of the existence of an insulated surface on the back of the 

substrate. This assumption will hold true when the duration of heating of the substrate is low 

and/or the thermal diffusivity (α) of the substrate is small. The validity of this assumption and its 

effect on the predicted temperature distribution in the polymeric substrate during the flame 

spraying process was studied. The assumption of an insulated back surface will yield a simpler 

mathematical model than that of Eq. (2-8).  
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The governing equation and the initial condition for the simplified model is the same as 

those given in Eqs. (2-1) and (2-4), respectively. The boundary conditions for this model are 

given by Eq. (2-2) and 

0
),(
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. (2-13) 

The solution for the temperature distribution function with the insulation boundary condition is 

available elsewhere [102], and is given by  
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Further details of the derivation of Eq. (2-14) are also presented by Faghri et al. [102]. 

2.2.2 Numerical Solution 

The numerical solution was determined based on a control volume approximation. 

Figure 2-5 shows a schematic of the continuous medium divided into N control volumes. The 

energy balance for each control volume was determined and the set of equations was solved by 

using Euler’s method of numerical integration. The final solution was obtained as [103]  
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for )1...(2  Ni  and ))1((11, tjtTT jNnode  . 

In this equation, ∆t and j represent the time step and iteration step, respectively. To 

ensure convergence of the numerical solution, the value of each time step was smaller than the 

critical time step. The critical step is defined as [103]  
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 . (2-16) 

In this study, the time step was chosen to be equal to the inverse of the frequency of 

acquisition of the temperature data (100 Hz). The control volume length (∆x) was defined as 

0.05 mm and required a critical time step of 0.012 second, which was higher than the chosen 

time step of 0.01 second. This ensured stability of the solution. 

 

Figure 2-5 Schematic of the finite volume heat conduction model  

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Average Heat Flux 

The heat flux of three spraying parameters (S1, S2 and S3) at four positions (given by 

22

myzd  ) from the torch was measured by using a heat flux sensor. Figure 2-6 shows a 

typical graph of the measured transient heat flux for the S1 spraying condition for four positions 
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with respect to the torch. The largest heat flux value shown in the figure (45 kW/m
2
) indicates 

that the torch was positioned directly in front of heat flux sensor, at the center. As the torch 

moved away from the center of the heat flux sensor, the measured heat flux decreased. The lower 

heat fluxes with values of 37, 23, and 16 kW/m
2
 represented positions of 25.4, 50.8, and 

63.5 mm, respectively. The procedure of measuring the heat flux for each set of spraying 

parameters was repeated three times. Table 2-3 shows the average values and the standard 

deviations of the heat fluxes for each position in front of the sensor. In order to find the relation 

between the heat flux and position from the torch, a second order polynomial was fitted to the 

data of heat flux as a function of position from the torch. Figure 2-7 shows the data points of heat 

flux versus position from the torch for the S1 spraying conditions that have been fitted with a 

polynomial. The equation for the polynomial is given as  

CBdAddq  2)( .  (2-17) 

The quadratic function was chosen based on its excellent fit with the data points obtained from 

experiments. Table 2-4 shows the values of the curve fit parameters (A, B, C) and the regression 

value (R
2
) for the curve fits. The R

2
 value is very close to unity and, therefore, the fitted curve 

has good correlation with the experimental data. A similar trend was observed for the S2 and S3 

spray conditions. Equation (2-17) was substituted into Eq. (2-12), and with
22

myzd  , the 

average heat flux was determined to be 
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Figure 2-6 Measured heat flux as a function of time for the S1 spray conditions 

Table 2-3 Heat flux at four torch-to-substrate distances 

Distance from the 

torch (mm) 

Heat flux: S1 

spraying parameters 

(kW/m
2
) 

Heat flux: S2 

spraying parameters 

(kW/m
2
) 

Heat flux: S3 

spraying parameters 

(kW/m
2
) 

0 45 ± 0.7 (n = 3) 30 ± 1.2 (n = 3) 39 ± 2.6 (n = 3) 

25.4 37 ± 1.2 (n = 3) 25 ± 1.1 (n = 3) 30 ± 2.4 (n = 3) 

50.8 23 ± 0.9 (n = 3) 17 ± 0.6 (n = 3) 20 ± 1.1 (n = 3) 

63.5 16 ± 0.3 (n = 3) 13 ± 1 (n = 3) 15 ± 0.7 (n = 3) 
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Figure 2-7 Heat flux as a function of distance from the center of torch for S1 conditions 

Table 2-4 Curve fit coefficients of Eq. (2-17) for each set of spraying parameters 

Set No. A B C R
2
 

S1 -3.066 x 10
-3

 -2.723 x 10
-1

 4.549 x 10 0.996 

S2 -2.062 x 10
-3

 -1.521 x 10
-1

 3.033 x 10 0.998 

S3 -2.264 x 10
-4

 -3.707 x 10
-1

 3.955 x 10 0.998 

 

The average heat flux after three passes of the torch was calculated by employing 

Eq. (2-18), and the results are shown in Table 2-5. The table also shows the values of tp and ts for 

each spraying condition. Given the average heat fluxes for the three spraying parameters, it may 

be concluded that the air that was added to the torch had a significant effect on the value of 

average heat flux. The average heat flux decreased by approximately 2 kW/m
2
 due to the 

increase of air pressure from 135 kPa to 170 kPa (5 psig to 10 psig) for the S1 and S2 spray 
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conditions, respectively. This is expected since excess air will cool the flame of a combustion 

reaction. In addition, it was found that further increase of the air pressure in the S3 spray 

conditions, coupled with a reduction in the stand-off distance to 150 mm produced an increase in 

the average heat flux to a value that was close to that of the S1 spray conditions. 

Table 2-5 Average heat fluxes of the S1, S2, and S3 conditions after three passes of spraying 

Set No. tp(s) ts(s) 

Average heat flux for 

three passes (kW/m
2
) 

S1 12.5 48.4 7.3 

S2 12.5 48.4 5.2 

S3 12.5 45.2 7.0 

 

2.3.2 T1 Transient Temperature 

The transient temperature that was measured by thermocouple T1 was used to find a 

function that could properly describe the temperature at the boundary where x = L. A simple 

linear curve and a fourth-order polynomial curve were fitted with the experimental data, and the 

regression values for these two curve fits were determined to find the curve with closer 

correlation. Equations (2-19) and (2-20) show the expressions of the linear and fourth-order 

polynomials as 

BAT   )(1 , (2-19) 

EDCBAT   234

1 )( . (2-20) 
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Figure 2-8 presents the experimental data obtained from the T1 thermocouple for the S1 spray 

conditions. The linear and fourth-order polynomial curve fits are also presented. The regression 

values were 0.993 and 0.999, respectively. Accordingly, the fourth-order polynomial correlated 

closer with the experimental data and described the behavior of the T1 transient temperature more 

accurately. A similar trend was observed for the S2 and S3 spray conditions. The values of the 

coefficients in Eqs. (17) and (18), coupled with the regression values (R
2
) for the fitted curves are 

shown in Tables 2-6 and 2-7, respectively. 

 

Figure 2-8 T1 transient temperature trace 

Table 2-6 Curve fit coefficients of Eq. (2-19) for each set of spraying parameters 

Set No. A B R
2
 

S1 5.392 x 10
-1

 1.734 x 10 0.994 

S2 4.662 x 10
-1

 1.769 x 10 0.993 

S3 6.016 x 10
-1

 1.716 x 10 0.994 
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Table 2-7 Curve fit coefficients of Eq. (2-20) for each set of spraying parameters 

Set No. A B C D E R
2
 

S1 6.419 x 10
-6

 -8.37 x 10
-4

 3.656 x 10
-2

 -4.767 x 10
-2

 1.967 x 10 0.999 

S2 7.077 x 10
-6

 -8.963 x 10
-4

 3.707 x 10
-2

 -8.029 x 10
-2

 1.96 x 10 0.999 

S3 1.152 x 10
-5

 -1.328 x 10
-3

  5.124 x 10
-2

 -1.24 x 10
-1

 1.97 x 10 0.999 

 

2.3.3 Verification of the Developed Model 

The constant value of the average heat flux ( AVGq  ) and Eq. (2-19) were substituted into 

Eq. (2-8) to give the temperature distribution in the PU substrate as 
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The same procedure was repeated for the fourth-order polynomial function for the transient 

temperature at x = L (see Eq. (2-20)) and the temperature distribution in the PU substrate was 

derived to be 
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 (2-22) 

It can be seen that the final solution of the temperature distribution of Eq. (2-22) through use of 

the fourth-order polynomial for the transient temperature, T1(t) has led to a more complex 

solution that requires a higher level of computation compared to that of Eq. (2-21). 

Three sets of spraying parameters (S1, S2, and S3) were used to provide data to verify the 

proposed model. Figure 2-9 shows the experimental results of thermocouple T2, after three 

passes of spraying that were compared with the results of the mathematical model. The results 

obtained from Eqs. (2-21) and (2-22) overlapped with no noticeable variation. Consequently, the 

linear function describing the transient temperature behavior at the boundary condition at x = 0 

(T1) was chosen due to its simplicity. In addition, the results obtained from the numerical 

solution overlapped with the data obtained from the mathematical model similar to graphs 

presented in Fig. 2-9. Although the analytical and numerical solutions predicted the T2 

temperature with no noticeable difference, the analytical solution appears to be more efficient 

since the numerical solution is restricted to a finite number of specific positions (nodes) within 

the substrate and for any given time, the numerical solution has to solve the problem step by step 

from the beginning (t = 0) to find the temperature of a specific location at the desired time. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 2-9 Curves of the T2 transient temperature trace at x = 0.8 mm in the PU substrate for the 

a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3 spraying conditions 

Figure 2-9a shows that for the S1 spray conditions, there exist approximately a 5% 

difference between the experimental results and the results of the model. Improved agreement 

was obtained for the S2 (Fig. 2-9b) and S3 (Fig. 2-9c) spray conditions. This was likely due to 

the higher air pressure that was employed in S2 and S3 spray conditions that made the flame of 

the torch accumulated and more stable. For each spray condition, an average heat flux with a 

constant value was utilized in the proposed model of Eq. (2-21). However, the flame spray torch 

was brought to a complete stop after each pass to return to its initial position before proceeding 

to the next pass. In this short period of time, the torch and flame do not traverse the substrate. 

The fluctuation of the transient temperatures in the curves of the experimental results in Fig. 2-9 

is a result of the short period of time when the torch ceased to traverse the substrate between the 

passes. In addition, due to the use of average heat fluxes, rather than transient heat fluxes in the 
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model, the curves from the mathematical model intersect those of the experimental results as 

shown in Fig. 2-9.  

The model was then employed to study the effect of air pressure on the temperature 

distribution within the PU substrates. Figure 2-10 shows the temperature distribution within the 

substrate after three passes of the torch for the S1, S2, and S3 spraying conditions were executed. 

The maximum temperature occurred at the exposed surface of the substrate where x = 0 in the 

mathematical model (see Fig. 2-3). The maximum temperature decreased when the air pressure 

was increased (from the S1 to the S2 spray conditions) due to the reduced heat flux from the 

cooler torch flame. Thus, the temperature distribution within the substrate can be controlled by 

the amount of air that is added to the flame. Figure 2-10 also shows that the increased heat flux 

in the S3 spray conditions (see Table 2-5) due to the decrease in the stand-off distance to 

150 mm produced a temperature distribution profile that was nearly similar to that of the PU 

substrate that was exposed to the S1 spray conditions, where the stand-off distance was larger 

(215 mm), but the air pressure to the flame was lower. In thermal spraying, shorter stand-off 

distances lead to higher impact velocity of the droplets and improved coating quality [20, 21]. 

On the other hand, shorter stand-off distances lead to higher temperatures within the substrate 

that can have adverse effects on heat sensitive substrate materials. According to Fig. 2-10, the 

temperature increase within the substrates for shorter stand-off distances can be controlled by 

increasing the amount of air that is added to the flame of the torch.  
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Figure 2-10 Temperature distribution within the PU substrate after three passes for the S1, S2, 

and S3 spraying conditions 

2.3.4 Verification of the Model with the Assumption of an Insulated Back 

Surface 

Another approach for prediction of the temperature distribution within the substrate was 

based on solving the model with the assumption of an adiabatic surface on the back of the 

substrate. The main advantage of this model is its simplicity in the mathematical formulation. In 

addition, the results of this simplified model can be non-dimensionalized easily and represented 

in graphs for further use in a wide range of spraying conditions. 

The temperature at the position of the T2 thermocouple that was calculated by using the 

model of Eq. (2-14) and shown with the corresponding experimental results for the three 

spraying conditions is presented in Fig. 2-11. It can be seen in Fig. 2-11a (S1 spray conditions) 

that the deviation between the computed temperatures and the experimentally measured 
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temperatures has increased in comparison with the results shown in Fig. 2-9a for the model of 

Eq. (2-21). In the S2 spraying condition (see Fig. 2-11b), a good agreement is observed between 

the calculated temperatures and experimental results until the end of the second pass at 

approximately 32 second. From this point to the end of the third pass, the difference between the 

results calculated by the model and those of the experiment increases. The same trend is 

observed for S3 spraying conditions (Fig. 2-11c). After the thermal wave has traversed the 

thickness of the substrate, heat will be lost from the back of the substrate. In this case, the back 

of the substrate cannot be considered to be adiabatic or insulated. Since the model does not 

account for energy loss from the back of the substrate, the temperature predicted by the model 

would be higher than that found by experiment as observed in Fig. 2-11. This indicates that the 

model of Eq. (2-14) is only valid for the period of time before the thermal wave arrives at the 

back surface of the substrate. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2-11 Curves of the T2 transient temperature trace at x = 0.8 mm in the PU substrate from 

the model of Eq. (2-14) for the a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3 spraying conditions 
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In order to interpret the results of the model of Eq. (2-14) more generally and find a 

parameter that can describe the time period for which the model is applicable, non-dimensional 

parameters were used and defined as 

k
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Curves of the non-dimensional temperature traces for the T2 thermocouple from both the 

experiments and the model of Eq. (2-14) for the S1, S2 and S3 spraying conditions are shown in 

Fig. 2-12. According to Nellis and Klein [103], for the thickness and properties of the PU 

substrate, the thermal wave will arrive at the back of the substrate when the Fourier number is 

approximately 0.25 (t* = 0.25). However, according to the results shown in Fig. 2-12, the model 

of Eq. (2-14) shows good agreement with experimental results up to a Fourier number of 0.4 

(t* = 0.4). The Fourier number is considered conceptually as the ratio of the diffusive rate of heat 

transport to the heat storage rate in a material. Therefore, low values of the Fourier number (t*) 

will indicate low rates of heat conduction through the material, and, in this study, the assumption 

of an insulated back surface will be valid until heat moves completely through the thickness of 

the material to induce temperature changes on the back of the substrate. As the Fourier number 

increases, the validity of the model of Eq. (2-14) decreases. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the model of Eq. (2-14) in this study is capable of predicting the temperature distribution within 

the substrate, provided that the Fourier number, t* is less than 0.4.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 2-12 Curves of the non-dimensionalized experimental and Eq. (2-14) model results for the 

T2 transient temperature at x = 0.8 mm for the a) S1, b) S2 and b) S3 spraying conditions 

Figure 2-13 shows the non-dimensionalized temperature as a function of 

non-dimensionalized time for various non-dimensionalized positions in the substrate. Since the 

curves are non-dimensionalized, they can be used to predict the temperature distribution within 

the substrate for a variety of thermal spraying conditions, provided that t* is smaller than 0.4. 
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Figure 2-13 Curves of the non-dimensionalized temperature as a function of 

non-dimensionalized time for different positions within substrate 

2.3.5 Effect of Deposition of Al-12Si Powder 

In the development and validation of the proposed model of Eq. (2-21) for the S1, S2, 

and S3 spraying conditions, no Al-12Si powder was deposited. The S3 spraying condition was 

used to deposit powder and the temperature in the PU substrate at the T2 thermocouple was 

measured experimentally. Figure 2-14 shows the transient temperatures at the T2 thermocouple 

with and without the deposition of powder. As expected, the temperature in the PU substrate 

with the deposition of powder was larger due to the additional heat input from the molten and 

partially molten Al-12Si particles. However, the difference between the temperatures for any 

given time was less than 15%, suggesting that the energy input of the deposited powder was 

much less than that of the flame of the torch. It should be noted that for the case of deposition of 

powders with high melting temperatures, this difference might become higher. Although 

powders with high melting temperatures require higher torch heat fluxes, the amount of heat 
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input from molten and partially molten particles might not be negligible when compared to the 

heat flux from the torch. To that end, further investigation is required to determine if the error 

induced by the assumption of negligible impact of the powder on the temperature distribution of 

the proposed heat transfer model is reasonable when depositing powders with high melting 

points. 

 

Figure 2-14 Curves of the T2 transient temperature as a function of time during the spraying 

process with and without deposition of powders 
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Chapter 3 

Evaluation of the Morphology and Electrical Resistance of 

Metallic Coatings Deposited on Polyurethane Elastomers 

Flame spraying process was employed to deposit conductive coatings of Al-12Si on 

polyurethane elastomers. The effect of process parameters, i.e., stand-off distance and air added 

to the flame spray torch, on temperature distribution and corresponding effects on coating 

characteristics, including electrical resistivity were investigated. It was found that the coating 

porosity and electrical resistance decreased by increasing the pressure of the air injected into the 

flame spray torch during deposition. The latter also allowed for a reduction of the stand-off 

distance of the flame spray torch and deposition of denser metallic coating with lower electrical 

resistance. Dynamic mechanical analysis was performed to investigate the effect of the increase 

in temperature within the substrate on its dynamic mechanical properties. It was found that the 

spraying process did not significantly change the storage modulus of the polyurethane substrate 

material. 

Some sections of the work presented in this chapter have been published in Journal of 

Thermal Spray Technology, (25-3) 419-430, 2016, and proceedings of the International Thermal 

Spray Conference (ITSC), Long Beach, CA, USA, May 11-14, 2015. 
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3.1 Experimental Method 

Details about the flame spraying process parameters for deposition of metallic coatings, 

spraying powder and substrate preparation were discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 of 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Experimental procedure that was employed to study the properties 

of the deposited coatings, measurement of the electrical resistance and evaluation of the dynamic 

mechanical properties of the PU substrates are discussed in the following sections. 

3.1.1 Electrical Resistance Measurement 

The electrical resistance of the deposited coatings was measured using a four-point 

method with a 6.5 digit precision multimeter (Fluke 8846A, Fluke Electronics Canada LP, 

Mississauga, ON, Canada). Silver epoxy (Chemtronics CW2400J, Allied Electronics Inc., 

Ottawa, ON, Canada) with a low electrical resistivity, ρ (ρ < 0.001 Ω.cm), was used to attach two 

thin copper sheets with dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm x 0.8 mm on the top of the coatings at the 

two distal ends (see schematic in Fig. 3-1). After attaching the copper sheets, the epoxy was 

cured in an oven for 15 minutes with the temperature set to 90°C. The wires connecting the 

multimeter were attached to the copper sheets using alligator clips. 

 

Figure 3-1 Schematic of the assembly used to measure electrical resistance of the deposited 

coatings 
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3.1.2 Coating Morphological Characterization 

The mass of the substrate was measured before and after spraying by using a balance 

with an accuracy of ±1 mg (Acculab VI Balance, Sigma-Aldrich Canada Co., Oakville, ON, 

Canada) in order to determine the mass of the coating. The coated samples were then cut and 

cold-mounted in an epoxy resin for microstructural examination. The sections were ground using 

240, 320, 400, 600, 800, and 1200 grit silicon carbide paper and further polished using 3 μm and 

1 μm diamond slurry suspension (LECO, Mississauga, ON, Canada). 

The surface topography and the cross sections of the coatings were examined by using a 

scanning electron microscope (EVO LS15 EP, Carl Zeiss Canada Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) in 

the secondary electron mode and the backscattered electron (BSE) mode, respectively. A thin 

film of carbon was deposited onto the cold-mounted samples by using a carbon evaporation 

system (EM SCD 005, Leica Baltec Instrument, Balzers, Liechtenstein) to avoid surface 

charging during scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM micrographs obtained from the BSE 

detector were analyzed with image analysis software (ImagePro, Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, 

MD, USA) to calculate the average thickness, porosity, and roundness of the splats of the 

deposited coatings. At least seven images for each coating were used to determine the average 

coating porosity. In order to ensure consistency among the porosity measurements, the image 

analysis threshold was chosen close to the “automatic bright object” setting of the software in 

which the dark and bright objects were separated by defining a threshold based on the histogram 

shape method. Due to the non-uniform thickness of the deposited coatings, the average coating 

thickness was measured by performing image analysis on cross sections at a magnification of 

200X. Separation lines that enveloped the coating were drawn manually, and the average coating 

thickness, in pixels, was measured by normalizing the area of the drawn curve by the image 
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width in pixels. Equation (3-1) shows the expression that was used to estimate the thickness of 

the coating as  





n

i

ih
w

t
1

1
, (3-1) 

where t, w, n, and hi represent the average coating thickness, width of the image in pixels, 

number of pixels within the width and height of the ith pixel, respectively. The pixel value for the 

average coating thickness was then converted into micrometers by using the scale on the image. 

The roundness of the deposited splats was calculated by manually drawing separation lines that 

covered each splat and the roundness of each splat was calculated with 

A

P
R

4

2

 , (3-2) 

where A and P represent the area and perimeter of the splat, respectively. 

3.1.3 X-ray Diffraction Analysis 

X-Ray diffraction (Rigaku Ultima IV XRD, Rigaku, Texas, USA) was used to identify 

the phase composition of the coatings. XRD was carried out with a copper anode operated at 

40 kV and 44 mA. The 2θ diffraction angles ranged from 10º to 110º in continuous mode with a 

scan rate of 2º per minute. 

3.1.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

In order to determine the effect of the flame temperature on the dynamic mechanical 

properties of coated PU substrates, a DMA apparatus (DMA 8000, PerkinElmer, Woodbridge, 

ON, Canada) was used. Samples having dimensions of 10 mm x 5 mm x 2.9 mm were subjected 

to oscillation in a single-cantilever beam assembly at an amplitude of 0.05 mm. Three sets of 
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experiments were performed: a) temperature scans from 30°C to 100°C at a heat-up rate of 

3°C/min and frequency of 1 Hz, and b) logarithmic frequency scans from 0.02 Hz to 30 Hz for 

three points per decade at a fixed temperature of 30°C.  

3.1.5 Shore A Hardness Measurement 

In order to determine the effect of the temperature on the hardness of the PU substrates, 

the Shore A hardness of the PU samples was measured according to ASTM Standard D2240 

[104]. PU samples of size 50 mm x 50 mm x 2.9 mm were tested at both room temperature 

(22°C) and elevated temperatures of up to 185°C. The PU samples were heated in an oven for 

one hour at the set temperatures before conducting the hardness testing at elevated temperatures. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Splat Morphology and Coating Microstructure 

The coating morphology and microstructure is expected to have an impact on the 

electrical and thermal properties of the coatings. Figure 3-2 shows SEM images of the top 

surface of the coatings that were deposited under the S1, S2, and S3 spraying conditions. 

Figure 3-2a shows that the impacting particles that were deposited under the S1 condition were 

not significantly deformed, i.e., some particles remained un-deformed as indicated by the arrows 

in the micrograph. Low particle deformation led to the formation of cavities that can be observed 

on the top surface. The splats of the coating deposited with the S2 spraying parameters (see 

Fig. 3-2b) shows a higher level of deformation compared to that of S1 spraying conditions. The 

difference between the S1 and S2 conditions was that air at a higher pressure was added to the 

flame produced by the torch, which cooled the flame and produced a jet and powder particles 

with higher velocities. Gas-particle momentum transfer is typical in two-phase flow with 
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dispersed particles, resulting in changes in particle velocities. Given that a cooler flame will 

result in lower temperatures of the impacting particles, the improved droplet deformation under 

the S2 condition was due to the higher velocity of the impacting droplets and the stiffer substrate, 

the latter being a result of lower temperatures within the PU substrate (as shown in Fig.  2-10) 

due to reduced heat transfer from the cooler flame. A softer substrate absorbs the kinetic energy 

of impacting particles to a greater extent, and hence, a lower amount of energy is available for 

plastic deformation of the impacting droplets. As shown in Table 3-1, a reduced thickness and 

mass of coatings sprayed under the S2 condition was ascertained, which is the result of a stiffer 

substrate and harder powder particles upon impact, leading to an increased amount of rebounding 

of the impacting particles. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 3-2 Typical SEM images of coating top surfaces after three flame spray passes for the 

a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3 spraying parameters. A higher magnification image is shown in (d) for the 

S3 spraying conditions 

Table 3-1 Thickness and weight of deposited coatings after three passes of spraying for the S1, 

S2, and S3 spraying conditions 

Set No. Coating thickness (µm) Coating weight (mg/cm
2
) 

S1 95.8 ± 7.1 (n = 7) 20.8 ± 0.1 (n = 3) 

S2 82.2 ± 3.4 (n = 7) 17.0 ± 1.6 (n = 3) 

S3 53.6 ± 3.1 (n = 8) 11.8 ± 0.3 (n = 3) 

 

According to Fig. 2-10, the higher air pressure of 103.4 kPa in the S3 spraying conditions 

made it possible to reduce the stand-off distance to 150 mm and maintain a substrate temperature 

distribution profile that was nearly equal to that of the S1 spraying conditions, where the 

stand-off distance was 215 mm and the pressure of the air added to the flame was lower. Note 
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that in thermal spraying, a shorter stand-off distance is often preferable since it results in higher 

impact velocities and higher temperatures of the droplets, which leads to improved coating 

quality [20, 21]. For the case of the S3 spraying parameters (Fig. 3-2c and 3-2d), the flattened 

shape of some of the splats, indicated by arrows, suggests that the droplets were largely fully 

molten prior to impact and have spread on the surface of the coating. Due to the reduced 

stand-off distance between the torch and substrate in the S3 condition, a shorter in-flight time of 

the particles led to higher droplet temperature and velocity prior to impact [21, 67]. It is expected 

that longer in-flight distances and time will allow for increased cooling of the particles and 

droplets by forced heat convection. 

Figure 3-3 shows cross section images of coatings deposited by the S1, S2, and S3 

spraying conditions, respectively. Similar to images obtained on the top surface, low deformation 

and interlocking between particles (Fig. 3-3a) was noticed when the S1 spraying parameters were 

employed. Higher droplet deformations can be observed for the S2 condition as shown in 

Fig. 3-3b. For the case of the S3 condition (Fig. 3-3c), the cross section image indicates that the 

droplets were largely molten prior to impact since they were highly deformed. The average 

roundness of splats for each spray parameter set, along with the standard error of the mean are 

compiled and shown in Table 3-2. Roundness is defined as having the form of a circle. Larger 

values of roundness would suggest greater deformation of the particles in the coating. The 

two-sample t-test statistical method was employed to verify that the average mean roundness of 

the splats significantly differ from each other for the S1, S2, and S3 spraying conditions. The 

F-test method was used to investigate the equality of the variances between the groups upon 

comparison (S1-S2, S2-S3, and S1-S3). The results obtained from the F-test revealed that for all 

the three comparison groups, the variances of the compared groups were unequal. Hence, the 
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t-test that was based on unequal variances of the means was employed. Table 3-3 summarizes the 

results of the t-test. Given that for all comparisons (S1-S2, S2-S3, and S1-S3) the p-value is 

smaller than 0.05, it can be concluded that there was a significant difference between the means 

of the two groups. The average roundness value of the splats deposited by the S2 spraying set is 

higher than that of the splats deposited by the S1 condition (see Table 3-2). Similarly, the 

average roundness of the splats deposited by the S3 spraying condition is higher than that of the 

S1 and S2 conditions. This is quantitative evidence that there was higher deformation of splats 

deposited with the S3 spraying parameters than when deposited by using the S1 and S2 

conditions. This is expected since the particles sprayed under the S3 spray conditions were likely 

predominately fully molten due to the lower stand-off distance that was used. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3-3 Cross-section micrographs of deposited coatings for the a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3 

spraying conditions 
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Table 3-2 Roundness of the splats and overall porosity of deposited coatings after three passes of 

spraying for the S1, S2, and S3 spraying conditions 

Set No. Roundness of the splats Coating porosity (vol.%) 

S1 2.2 ± 0.7 (n = 90) 20.0 ± 1.2 (n = 7) 

S2 3.1 ± 1.2 (n = 90) 16.4 ± 2.9 (n = 8) 

S3 3.8 ± 1.6 (n = 90) 12.1 ± 2.2 (n = 9) 

 

Table 3-3 t-test results for roundness of deposited splats under the assumption of unequal 

variances 

Compared group p-value 

S1-S2 7.1 x 10
-9

 

S2-S3 2.5 x 10
-4

 

S1-S3 1.1 x 10
-15

 

 

The measured values of the coating porosities, along with the standard error of the mean, 

are shown in Table 3-2. The coatings deposited with the S1 spraying parameters had the highest 

measured porosity as a consequence of the low deformation of the impacting particles. Gaps 

between the solidified droplets are indicative of high porosity (see Fig. 3-3a). The particles 

sprayed with the S2 condition impacted a stiffer substrate with higher velocity and experienced 

improved interconnection with the substrate. This is evidenced from the lower porosity of the 

coating (16.4 vol %) for the S2 spraying condition. Figure 3-4 shows the Shore A hardness of the 

PU material with respect to temperature. As can be seen, the PU samples become softer as the 

temperature increases. Particularly, the Shore A hardness of the PU decreases suddenly when the 

temperature exceeds 100°C. This is most likely due to the softening of the hard segment and 

possible reduction in the amount of crosslinking in the polymer structure due to the breakage of 
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some hydrogen bonds of the PU [12]. This supports the hypothesis that a softer PU substrate 

results when the S1 spraying condition was employed and when the temperature within the 

substrate was higher (see Fig. 2-10). For the case of the S3 spray parameters, the porosity 

decreased further to 12.1 vol %, which likely was a consequence of higher velocity and 

temperature of the impacting droplets and, therefore, increased droplet deformation. Given these 

observations, it can be ascertained that the air that was injected into the flame spray torch had a 

significant influence on the temperature within the substrate and, ultimately, on the quality of the 

final deposited coating. 

 

Figure 3-4 Shore A hardness as a function of temperature 

3.2.2 Coating Electrical Resistance 

Deposition of uniform coatings with low electrical resistance on PU substrates was one of 

the objective of this study. In order to study the effect of flame spraying parameters on the 
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electrical resistance of the fabricated coatings the electrical resistivity (ρ) of the deposited 

coatings were compared and studied. Electrical resistivity is a material property of the coating 

and is not a function of the physical dimensions of the coating. Consequently, assessing the 

electrical resistivity of the coating can provide useful information for comparison of the 

electrical properties of coatings deposited under different spraying conditions. The electrical 

resistivity of the coatings was calculated according to Eq. (3-3): 

l

wt
R , (3-3) 

where R, w, l, and t are electrical resistance, width, length, and thickness of the coating, 

respectively.  

Table 3-4 summarizes the electrical resistivity of coatings deposited by three passes of 

the flame spray torch, employing the S1, S2, or S3 spraying conditions. Three passes were 

chosen to ensure that the deposited coatings were continuous and uniform. A comparison of the 

values of coating porosity (Table 3-2) and electrical resistivity (Table 3-4) shows that electrical 

resistivity decreases with decreasing porosity. The minimum electrical resistivity of 

0.9 x 10
-3

 Ω-cm was obtained by employing the S3 spraying parameters. For comparison, the 

electrical resistivitites of pure aluminum and Al-12Si were determined as 2.71 x 10
-6

 Ω-cm and 

4.25 x 10
-6

 Ω-cm [105], which are three orders of magnitude lower than the lowest measured 

electrical coating resistivity. Porosity and possible oxides within the deposited coating are 

considered to be the cause of the elevated coating resistivity. Powder particles oxidize during the 

flame spraying process and, since the electrical resistivity of oxides is very high, they act as 

barriers to the conduction of charge. In order to investigate the possibility of oxidation of the 

Al-12Si powder during the flame spraying process, XRD analysis was performed on a coating 
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that was deposited using the S3 spray parameters. As shown in Fig. 3-5, only two phases of 

aluminum and silicon were identified in the XRD pattern, which suggests that the amount of 

oxide within the coating was insufficient (less than 10%) to produce detectable diffraction peaks. 

The results of the XRD pattern would indicate that, while some small content of oxides may be 

present in the coating, the predominant factors that account for the increased electrical resistivity 

of the coating, in comparison to that of the base Al-12Si material, is likely the presence of pores 

in the coating as well as its lamellar microstructure.  

Table 3-4 Electrical resistivity of deposited coatings after three passes of spraying for the S1, S2, 

and S3 spraying conditions 

Set No. Electrical resistivity (Ω-cm x 10
-3

) 

S1 397.9 ± 56.0 (n = 3) 

S2 14.8 ± 8.4 (n = 3) 

S3 0.9 ± 0.2 (n = 3) 
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Figure 3-5 XRD pattern of an Al-12Si coating deposited under the S3 spraying conditions 

3.2.3 Effect of Spray Torch Passes on Coating Characteristics 

The S3 spraying parameters were chosen to study the effect of the number of flame spray 

torch passes on coating thickness, porosity, and electrical resistivity. Figure 3-6 shows low 

magnification cross section images of coatings deposited after two, three, and four passes of the 

flame spray torch. As depicted in Fig. 3-7, the coating thickness increased expectedly with an 

increase in the number of torch passes. However, it can further be observed that the rate of 

increase in coating thickness with respect to the number of passes was not linear, i.e., the coating 

thickness increased by 24% from two to three passes whereas the increase was 36% between 

three and four passes. A congruent behavior can be observed in Fig. 3-8 for the coating mass per 

unit area, which also increased non-linearly with the number of flame spray torch passes. This 

may be attributed to a reduction in the number of particles rebounding from the elastomeric 

sample surface. As is qualitatively observed in Fig. 3-6, after two passes of spraying, the coating 
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was still non-uniform and there were areas on the PU surface that were not covered with 

deposited splats. These types of typical areas are indicated in Fig. 3-6a with arrows. The 

possibility of adhesion of the incoming droplets on these areas was lower than those areas that 

were covered with deposited splats. The particles impacting the uncoated areas may have 

experienced direct contact with the PU substrate, resulting in local melting and decomposition of 

the PU substrate, instead of interlocking with and adhering to the substrate. This phenomenon 

can lead to weak attachment or rebounding of particles and, therefore, lower deposition 

efficiency. On the other hand, after three passes of spraying, the coating surface became 

relatively uniform and continuous (Fig. 3-6b), given that most of the clearances between the 

Al-12Si particles that were used for roughening the substrate were filled with the deposited 

splats. This reduced the possibility of direct contact of the in-flight droplets with the PU surface, 

and allowed for a smoother top surface of the coating with enhanced possibility of adhesion of 

the droplets upon impact. Also, the substrate temperature increased with increasing number of 

passes, yielding a softer substrate, which in turn may also have reduced rebounding of the 

impacting particles.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3-6 SEM images of coatings deposited by employing the S3 spraying parameters for a) 

two, b) three, and c) four passes of the flame spray torch 

 

Figure 3-7 Coating thickness as a function of the number of flame spray torch passes 
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Figure 3-8 Coating weight per unit area as a function of the number of flame spray torch passes 

Porosity measurements using SEM micrographs revealed that the porosity of the 

deposited coatings did not vary significantly with the increase in the number of flame spray torch 

passes (see Fig. 3-9). However, as shown in Fig. 3-10, the electrical resistivity of the coatings 

decreased significantly from two to three torch passes, after which it remained approximately 

constant. An elevated electrical resistivity of the coatings deposited by two passes of spraying is 

likely to be the result of non-uniformity of the coating, given that the estimated coating porosities 

for two and three passes of the torch did not deviate significantly. The effect of non-uniformity 

and non-homogeneity of the coating and its microstructure is to produce large variances in the 

material properties of the coating. This is evidenced by the large error bar for the average 

electrical resistivity of the coating after two passes of the flame spray torch (see Fig. 3-10).  
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Figure 3-9 Coating porosity as a function of the number of flame spray torch passes 

 

Figure 3-10 Coating electrical resistivity as a function of the number of flame spray torch passes 

3.2.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

In this study, visual inspection did not reveal any substrate damage for the spraying 

conditions that were employed. In order to evaluate quantitatively the influence of heat from the 

flame spray torch on property variation of the PU substrates, dynamic mechanical analysis 
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(DMA) experiments were performed. As mentioned above, the S3 spraying parameters produced 

coatings with the lowest porosity and electrical resistance, and hence, corresponding samples 

were evaluated by DMA. The dynamic mechanical properties of the sprayed samples were 

studied by testing PU substrates before and after exposure to the high-temperature flame spray 

process. In these experiments, the flame spraying process was performed without the addition of 

metal powder to avoid any incidental effects from surface-deposited coatings on the DMA 

measurements [106]. It was shown that the spray powder would increase the temperature within 

the substrate only by about 15 % (see Fig. 2-14). 

Figure 3-11 shows the measured storage modulus as a function of temperature for a DMA 

oscillation frequency of 1 Hz. Compared to virgin samples (Fig. 3-11a), only a minor increase in 

storage modulus was observed for the PU samples exposed to the flame (Fig. 3-11b), over most 

of the DMA-tested temperature range. This minor increase in storage modulus may be the result 

of heat input into the PU substrate during the spraying process. It is known that oxidation and 

other decomposition effects can occur in PU at elevated temperatures, leading to an increase in 

storage modulus and rigidity. A monotonic increase in storage modulus in PU as a function of 

time at 70°C and 90°C was reported by Boubakri et al. [107]. However, since the sample 

exposure time to the flame of the spray torch was only 45 seconds, and peak temperatures within 

the substrate were less than 110°C, the mechanical properties of the PU samples were not 

changed significantly in the present experiments. 

The variation in storage modulus of the virgin and flame-exposed PU samples for DMA 

oscillation frequencies ranging from 0.02 Hz to 30 Hz at a fixed temperature of 30°C was also 

examined (see Fig. 3-12). With increasing frequency, the elasticity of the material is expected to 
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rise [108], which can be observed in Fig. 3-12. A comparison of Figs. 3-12a and 3-12b reveals 

that a slight increase in storage modulus of the flame-exposed samples occurred. However, 

similar to the DMA scans based on variations in temperature, this increase in storage modulus 

with frequency is considered insignificant. Given these observations, it can be concluded that the 

exposure to flame from the torch does not considerably affect the material properties of the PU 

elastomer, even though the heat transfer may soften the elastomer. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-11 Substrate storage modulus measured at a DMA oscillation frequency of 1 Hz as a 

function of temperature for a) virgin and b) flame-exposed PU samples 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-12 Substrate storage modulus as a function of DMA oscillation frequency at a constant 

temperature of 30°C for a) virgin and b) flame-exposed PU samples 
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Chapter 4 

Evaluation of the Effect of Temperature on Wear Resistance 

of Polyurethane Elastomers 

To evaluate the wear resistance of polyurethane elastomers at controlled temperatures, an 

erosion test assembly was designed and developed. A cold gas dynamic spray system was used 

to conduct the erosion tests. The transient temperature distribution within the samples during 

erosion experiments was determined by the development of a 3D FE model. The velocity of the 

impacting particles was determined by a model based on the principles of supersonic fluid flow 

through a converging-diverging nozzle. The stress-strain behavior of the polyurethane elastomers 

were characterized at room and elevated temperatures by conducting tensile tests and cyclic 

loadings. The obtained results showed the substantial effect of testing temperature on erosion 

resistance of PU elastomers. Comparison of stress-strain behavior of the studied polyurethanes 

with their erosion resistance at controlled temperatures revealed that the residual strain as a result 

of plastic deformation, stress softening, ultimate strength and elongation at break were the key 

parameters affecting the wear resistance of polyurethane elastomers. Evaluation of the surface 

morphology of the worn samples confirmed the importance of the residual strain on the erosion 

resistance of polyurethane elastomers. 

Some sections of the work presented in this chapter have been published in proceedings 

of the First Pacific Rim Thermal Engineering Conference (PRTEC) 2016, Hawaii's Big Island, 

HI, USA, March 13-17, 2016, and have been submitted for publication in Wear, 2016.  
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Nomenclature 

a Acceleration (m/s
2
) V Velocity (m/s) 

A Cross section area (m
2
) W Molecular weight (kg/mol) 

Cp Specific heat (J/kg.K) x Axial distance (m) 

CD Drag coefficient   

d Diameter (m) Greek Symbols 

FD Drag force (N) ρ Density (kg/m
3
) 

h Convective heat transfer 

coefficient (W/m
2
.K) 

Ɣ Specific heat rate 

l Thickness (m)   

m Mass (kg) Subscripts  

M Mach number 0 Stagnation condition 

P Pressure (kPa) e Nozzle exit condition 

Ps Shock pressure (kPa) p Particle condition 

q
’’’ 

Rate of energy generation 

 per unit volume (W/m
3
) 

g Gas condition 

qs
’’
 Surface heat flux (W/m

2
)   

R Gas constant (J/mol.K)   

T Temperature (K) Superscripts  

Tb Back temperature (K) * Nozzle throat condition 

Ts Surface temperature (K)   

T∞ Surrounding temperature (K)   

t Time (sec)   
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4.1 Experimental Method 

4.1.1 Polyurethane Material 

The erosive wear resistance of four types of PU elastomers (RoPlasthan-1200-55A, 

RoPlasthan-1200-85A, RoCoat-3000-85A, and RoCoat-3000M-85A (Castable), Rosen Group, 

Lingen, Germany) with Shore A hardness within the range of 55 to 85 was studied. A PU sheet 

thickness 7 mm was selected to ensure that the thickness did not influence the erosion results and 

did not decrease significantly during the test [9]. The PU samples were cut into sections of 

48 mm x 36 mm by using a water jet cutter (OMAX 2652 JetMachining Center, OMAX 

Corporation, Kent, WA, USA). In order to attach the PU samples to the erosion testing 

equipment, the samples were bonded to aluminum sheets of size 48 mm x 48 mm x 3 mm with a 

thin layer of adhesive (3M DP460, 3M Scotch-Weld, St. Paul, MN, USA). The glass transition 

temperature of the tested PU elastomers was determined by differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) analysis for the temperature range of -60°C to 180°C (DSC Q100 V9.8, TA Instruments, 

New Castle, DE, USA).  

4.1.2 Erosion Testing Assembly 

In order to evaluate the erosion resistance of PU elastomers at controlled temperatures, an 

erosion test assembly based on ASTM Standard G76 [109] was developed. The testing 

equipment was slightly modified from the requirements of ASTM Standard G76 to incorporate 

the effect of the PU temperature during the erosion test. A cold gas dynamic spray system (“cold 

spray”) (SST Series P, CenterLine Ltd., Windsor, ON, Canada) was used to heat and move 

compressed air at various temperatures, and the gas was used to accelerate the erodant particles 

to impact on the surface of the PU. The operating parameters of the cold spray system that were 
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employed for erosion testing are summarized in Table 4-1. The PU sample holder was fabricated 

from copper and it was equipped with two cartridge heaters (50 Watts Miniature High 

Temperature Cartridge Heater (D 1/8" x 1 1/4"), McMaster-Carr, Aurora, OH, USA). A 

temperature controller (CNI8A42, Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT, USA) was used to 

maintain the temperature of the copper cube at the desired set-point. Figure 4-1 shows a 

schematic and the assembly of the custom-fabricated erosion testing system. 

Table 4-1 Cold spray system parameters 

Pressure of compressed air (kPa) 435 

Temperature of compressed air (°C) 25, 75, and 125 

Stand-off distance (mm) 22 

Nozzle length (mm) 70 

Nozzle throat diameter (mm) 2.5 

Nozzle output diameter (mm) 5.4 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4-1 a) Schematic and b) image of the custom-made erosion test assembly 

The PU samples were weighed before and after the erosion test by a balance with an 

accuracy of ±1 mg (Adventurer Pro AV313, OHAUS Corporation, Parsippany, NJ, USA). The 

wear rate was calculated by normalizing the mass loss of the sample with the mass of the erodant 

particles. Garnet sand (Super Garnet, V. V. Mineral, Tamil Nadu, India) was chosen as the 

erodant medium. Figure 4-2 shows the morphology of the garnet sand. As observed in the image, 

the sand particles are rounded on most of the sides. The average diameter of the garnet sand 

particles was measured by image analysis (ImagePro, Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

The average diameter was calculated by averaging length of lines passing through the object 

centroid at 2 degree intervals. The average size of the garnet sand particles was 266 ± 49 µm 

(n = 159). The average radius of the corners of the erodant particles was also determined by 

image analysis and was estimated to be 67 ± 26 µm (n = 132). 
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Figure 4-2 Morphology of the garnet sand particles 

Each type of PU was tested at three different set-point temperature values for conditions 

A, B, and C (see Table 4-2). The PU samples were heated by both the hot compressed air from 

the cold spray system and by the cartridge heaters that were mounted in the copper plate support. 

Details on the set-point temperatures of the air from the cold spray system and in the copper 

support plate are summarized in Table 4-2. The PU samples were preheated for 120 seconds 

from the unexposed surface by the cartridge heaters and copper plate. Then, the samples were 

heated at the exposed surface with air from the cold spray system (see Fig.  4-1) for 120 seconds, 

simultaneously with heating from the unexposed surface that was in contact with the copper plate 

support. This ensured that the temperature was uniform throughout the PU samples prior to 

initiating the erosion tests. 
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Table 4-2 Details of parameters for each testing condition of the PU samples 

 Test Condition  

Parameters 

Condition 

A 

Condition 

B 

Condition 

C 

Target PU temperature 22°C 60°C 100°C 

Pressure of air 435 kPa 435 kPa 435 kPa 

Set temperature at cold spray console 25°C 75°C 125°C 

Set temperature at temperature controller 25°C 65°C 105°C 

Preheating period from the unexposed surface 120 sec 120 sec 120 sec 

Preheating period from the unexposed and 

exposed surfaces 

120 sec 120 sec 120 sec 

Erosion test period 240 sec 240 sec 240 sec 

 

4.1.3 Temperature Measurements 

A J-type thermocouple (Gage 30, Thermo Electric Ltd., Brampton, ON, Canada) was 

inserted into the PU substrate at a depth of 1.5 mm below the surface of the center of the area 

that was to be eroded. A data acquisition system (SCXI 1600, National Instruments, Austin, TX, 

USA) was used to collect the data of transient temperature that was measured by the inserted 

thermocouple. The data obtained from this thermocouple were used for the verification of the 

subsequently presented FE heat transfer model and to study the possible temperature rise caused 

by friction forces and hysteresis during the erosion process. The temperature at the unexposed 

surface of the PU samples was measured by second J-type thermocouple (Gage 30, Thermo 
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Electric Ltd., Brampton, ON, Canada) that was placed below the unexposed surface between the 

PU and aluminum sheet. An infrared camera (VIR50, Extech Instruments Corporation, Nashua, 

NH, USA) was employed to measure the temperature of the exposed surface of the PU samples. 

The exposed surface of the PU was divided into 12 square sections and the temperature at each 

section was measured by pointing the infrared camera towards the center of a given section. The 

data obtained was used to formulate boundary conditions for the FE model. The emissivity 

needed for the setup of the infrared thermometer pointing towards the PU surface was 

determined by adjusting the emissivity coefficient until approximately the same temperature was 

measured by the infrared thermometer and the thermocouple that was inserted below the sample 

surface. The emissivity was determined as 0.99.  

4.1.4 Materials and Mechanical Testing  

The stress-strain behavior of the PU samples at room and elevated temperatures were 

studied by conducting tensile tests and cyclic loading. PU sheets with a thickness of 1 mm were 

cut to shape and dimensions based on the ASTM Standard D638-Type V [110] (see Fig. 4-3) by 

waterjet cutting (OMAX 2652 JetMachining Center, OMAX Corporation, Kent, WA, USA). A 

dynamic mechanical analyzer (ElectroForce 3200, TA Instruments, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) was 

employed to conduct the tensile tests and cyclic loadings. The tensile tests were conducted up to 

a nominal strain of 350% in the PU while cyclic loading was performed for a nominal strain 

range of 0% to 50%. The tests were conducted at 25°C and at elevated temperatures of 60°C and 

100°C at a strain rate of 0.25 s
-1

. In experiments at elevated temperature, the samples were 

preheated for 4 minutes at the desired temperature to ensure that the temperature within the 

samples was uniform prior to performing the test.  
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Figure 4-3 Dimensions of the dog-bone shape samples used for the tensile tests 

4.1.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The surface topography of the worn PU elastomers were examined by using a scanning 

electron microscope (EVO LS15 EP, Carl Zeiss Canada Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) in the 

secondary electron mode with a beam voltage of 5 kV. A thin film of carbon was deposited onto 

the PU surface by using a carbon evaporation system (EM SCD 005, Leica Baltec Instrument, 

Balzers, Liechtenstein) to avoid surface charging during scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  

4.2. Mathematical Model for Determination of Erodant Particle Velocity 

The velocity of the erodant particles at the nozzle exit was estimated by employing the 

mathematical model that was developed by Dykhuizen et al. [111]. The model is based on the 

principles of dynamics and thermodynamics of compressible fluid flow through a 

converging-diverging nozzle. The geometry and dimensions of the nozzle are shown in Fig. 4-4. 

The following assumptions were made in order to derive the model:  

(a) The gas flow was one dimensional and isentropic (adiabatic and frictionless); 

(b) The gas was treated as ideal;  

(c) The specific heats of the gas were constant; and 

(d) The carrier gas was supplied from a large chamber where its velocity was zero. 
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Based on the geometry of the nozzle, the Mach number at each point was determined from 

[111]: 
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Due to the difficulty associated with solving the non-linear equation of Eq. (4-1), equations 

developed by Grujicic et al. [112] were used to determine the Mach number at each section of 

the diverging part of the nozzle: 
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28130.012245.02 k . (4-2c) 

Once the Mach number was calculated at a given cross-sectional area, pressure, velocity, 

temperature, and density of the gas at any point was determined by using Eqs. (4-3) to (4-6) as 

[111, 112]: 
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The validity of Eqs. (4-3) to (4-6) are based on the assumption that there are no shocks in the 

nozzle. This condition requires that the shock pressure be higher than that of the ambient 

pressure. In other words, Ps, as determined by Eq. (4-7) should be larger than the ambient 

pressure [111,112]. This condition was verified in this study based on the chosen spraying 

parameters and the nozzle geometry. Equation (4-7) for the shock pressure is 
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The particle velocity was determined according to the second law of motion by assuming 

that the drag force was the only force that was applied on the accelerating particles. The second 

law states: 

Dpp Fam  . (4-8) 

With 
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p  , Eq. (4-8) can be re-written as: 
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By substituting Eqs. (4-10a) to (4-10c) into Eq. (4-9), the equation of the instantaneous 

acceleration of the particle is: 
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where the drag coefficient, CD, was determined to be [113]: 
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Euler’s numerical integration method was used to solve Eq. (4-11) numerically. The 

chain rule was applied to simplify the acceleration term so that 
dx

dV
V

dt

dV p

p

p
  and the final 

equation for particle velocity was [114]: 
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Equation (4-13) was solved at spatial intervals of ∆x = 0.1 mm through the length of the nozzle. 

The average diameter of the garnet sand particles (266 µm) and a density of 4 g/cm
3
 [115] was 

used in conjunction with Eq. (4-13). 
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Figure 4-4 Geometry of the converging-diverging nozzle of the cold spray system 

4.3 Finite Element Model for Determination of Temperature Distribution 

In order to determine the transient temperature field within the PU samples during the 

erosion test, a thermal FE model was developed using the generalized FE software 

Abaqus/Standard Version 6.13 [116]. The boundary conditions of the model were assigned 

according to the preheating that was introduced at the exposed and unexposed surfaces of the PU 

sample. The erosion tests were conducted in a dust collection system that produced airflow with 

a velocity of approximately 1.4 m/s over the sample surface during the first step of preheating. 

This flow of air produced forced convection heat transfer from the surface during the initial 

120 seconds of preheating where the samples were being heated from the unexposed surface. 

Thus, for the first 120 seconds of the preheating procedure, the boundary conditions were 

selected as a transient temperature on the unexposed surface of the samples and forced 

convection on the top surface. The heat transfer coefficient was determined according to the 

Newtons’ law of cooling under steady-state conditions 















TT

TT

l

k
h

s

sb  [117] as 53 ± 2 W/m
2
K 

(n = 3) for three set-point temperatures of 60ºC, 80ºC and 105ºC on the unexposed surface of the 

samples.  
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In the second preheating step, the boundary condition on the unexposed surface of the 

sample was similar to that of the first preheating stage (as transient temperature measured by the 

thermocouple) while the boundary condition on the exposed surface was changed from a 

convection boundary condition to a temperature boundary condition, with the temperature being 

measured with the infrared camera. Given that the effect of heat generation caused by the friction 

forces of the impacting particles and repeated deformation of PU was neglected, the boundary 

conditions during the erosion test remained unchanged and were similar to those of the second 

step of preheating. The validity of this assumption was verified by monitoring the temperature 

measured by the thermocouple that was inserted 1.5 mm below the PU surface during the erosion 

test. Constant thermal properties such as thermal conductivity and negligible heat loss due to 

natural convection from the sides of the sample were the other two assumptions that were made 

during the development of the FE model. The governing equation that was solved by the FE 

model was 

qTgradkdiv
t

T
CP





))(( . (4-14) 

The Galerkin method was then used to derive the integral form of the heat transfer 

equation, yielding the FE equations in matrix form [116]. A standard heat transfer protocol in the 

Abaqus software was chosen for the analysis. In the chosen formulation, the time integration was 

completed by the backward Euler method (Crank-Nicholson operator) [116]. Three-dimensional 

eight-node linear heat transfer brick elements (DC3D8 in the Abaqus library) were chosen as the 

element type [116]. The model was discretized with 13,824 elements. The initial condition and 

boundary conditions were defined based on the discussed preheating stages as: 

initialTtzyxT  )0,,,( , (4-15) 
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)(),0,,( tTtzyxT b , (4-16) 

  sec120),,,(   tforhtlzyxTTqs , (4-17a) 

sec120),,(),,,(  tfortyxTtlzyxT s . (4-17b) 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Erodant Particle Velocity 

Figure 4-5 shows a typical graph of the velocity of the air and the erodant particle 

through the divergent section of the nozzle. The position at zero meters in the figure refers to the 

origin as shown in Fig. 4-4. The graph in Fig. 4-5 indicates that the particle velocity is 

approximately one order of magnitude lower than that of the air due to the relatively high mass 

of the erodant particles. The velocity of air flowing through the nozzle and, therefore, the particle 

velocity, is a function of temperature and pressure of the gas as set at the cold spray console. As 

shown in Table 4-2, for all the testing conditions, the gas pressure was kept constant while the 

set temperature at cold spray console was increased from 25ºC to 125ºC for Conditions A to C. 

The gas at higher temperatures has higher kinetic energy and velocity, which affects the velocity 

of the fed particles. Table 4-3 summarizes the particle exit velocity that was estimated for each 

temperature set at the cold spray console. As shown in the table, the particle velocity increased 

when the gas temperature at the cold spray console was increased. To ensure that the small 

deviation in velocity alone did not significantly affect the erosion rate, the wear performance of a 

material with erosion resistance that is insensitive to the temperatures in the range explored in 

this study was tested. Aluminum sheets were selected for that purpose given that the mechanical 

properties of aluminum do not vary greatly with temperature in the range of 25ºC to 100ºC. The 

erosion performance of the aluminum samples were tested at 25ºC and 100ºC. The results 
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revealed that the erosion rate, as expressed as a ratio of mass loss of aluminum to mass of 

impacting garnet sand particles, did not vary noticeably within the temperature range that was 

studied (see Table 4-4). The two-sample t-test statistical method was employed to verify whether 

or not the average mean of the two groups shown in Table 4-4 were significantly different. The 

p-value for the t-test was based on the assumption of equal variances and was calculated to be 

0.34. Given that the calculated p-value is higher than 0.05, it cannot be concluded that there is a 

significant difference between the average values of the two groups. This suggests that while the 

variation of temperature of the gas as set at the cold spray console affects the temperature 

distribution within the target samples, its effect on velocity of the garnet sand particle is 

negligible. 

 

Figure 4-5 Air and particle velocities through the diverging section of the nozzle (P0 = 50 psig 

and T0 = 25ºC) 
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Table 4-3 Garnet sand particle velocities at the nozzle exit for different gas temperatures 

Gas set temperature at 

cold spray console (T0) 

Gas set pressure at cold 

spray console (P0) 

Calculated particle 

velocity and nozzle exit 

25ºC 50 psig 73 m/s 

75ºC 50 psig 76 m/s 

125ºC 50 psig 78 m/s 

 

Table 4-4 Non-dimensional erosion rate of aluminum samples at different air temperatures 

Gas set temperature at 

cold spray console (T0) 

Gas set pressure at cold 

spray console (P0) 

Erosion Rate (mg/g) 

25ºC 50 psig 0.37 ± 0.01 (n = 6) 

125ºC 50 psig 0.38 ± 0.01 (n = 5) 

 

4.4.2 Temperature Distribution within the Polyurethane Samples during 

Erosion Test 

The PU samples that were attached to the aluminum sheet were installed on the copper 

cube plate that was set to the desired temperatures (see Fig. 4-1). The temperature of the 

unexposed surface of the PU was monitored by a J-type thermocouple and the temperature data 

that was obtained was used as one of the boundary conditions in the developed FE model. 

Figure 4-6 shows the temperature of the unexposed surface of the PU samples upon attachment 

of the test coupons on the copper cube plate. The fluctuations in the temperature after 

120 seconds are a result of the introduction of air from the nozzle during the second step of 
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preheating and the automatic readjustment of the copper cube temperature by the temperature 

controller.  

The experimental data obtained from the J-type thermocouple that was inserted 1.5 mm 

below the surface, coupled with the temperature calculated by the FE model, is shown in 

Fig. 4-7. The sudden increase in the temperature after 120 seconds is a result of the introduction 

of air from the nozzle during the second step of preheating. The difference between the 

temperature measured by the thermocouple and that obtained from the simulation after 

120 seconds is most probably due to inaccuracies in measuring the surface temperature by the 

infrared camera. The infrared camera measures the average temperature of a surface area with an 

approximate diameter of 12 mm while the local temperature on the top of the thermocouple 

could have been higher in value. Irrespective of this deviation, there was good agreement 

between the simulation and the experimental results, which thus verifies the model. Figure 4-7 

also shows that after 240 seconds (end of preheating), a steady-state condition was practically 

achieved and the temperature did not vary appreciably beyond that time.  

The model was then employed to determine the temperature distribution within the PU 

samples during the erosion tests. Figure 4-8 shows the cross section images of PU samples after 

preheating under conditions B and C. In Fig. 4-8, the area to be eroded is indicated. As can be 

seen, the temperature in that area was relatively uniform and close to 60°C and 100°C for 

conditions B and C, respectively. The temperature distribution within the PU samples during the 

erosion test was similar to that presented in Fig. 4-8 before the erosion test. This is evidenced by 

the fact that the data obtained from the thermocouple that was located below the surface 

confirmed a negligible temperature rise caused by friction and the deformation of PU.  
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Figure 4-6 Transient temperature of the unexposed surface of the PU samples for the B and C 

testing conditions 

 

Figure 4-7 Transient temperature at 1.5 mm below the surface of the PU sample - Experiment 

and model 

Preheating 

First Step 

Preheating 

Second Step Erosion Testing 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-8 Temperature distribution within PU samples for a) condition B (60ºC) and 

b) condition C (100ºC) test procedures after preheating and before the erosion tests 
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4.4.3 Erosion Rates of Polyurethane at the Set Temperatures 

Table 4-5 summarizes the measured glass transition temperatures of the PU elastomers 

that were studied. As can be seen, all the PU elastomers were in their rubbery phase at room 

temperature (25ºC). The erosion resistance of the PU elastomers was evaluated at 25ºC and at 

other elevated temperatures that are presented in Table 4-2. Figure 4-9 shows the 

non-dimensional erosion rate for the four types of PU elastomers that were tested at the various 

temperatures. The erosion rate of 1200-55A and 1200-85A PU elastomers increased 

continuously from 0.016 to 0.069 mg/g and 0.036 to 0.086 mg/g, respectively, within the range 

of 25ºC to 100ºC. On the other hand, for the 3000 PU series, 3000-85A and 3000M-85A the 

trend was different, and an initial improvement of wear resistance, as evidenced by the decrease 

in erosion rate (see Fig. 4-9), occurred up to 60°C. The erosion rate increased beyond 60°C for 

all the PU elastomers that were investigated. The results shown in Fig. 4-9 indicate that even 

with variation of temperature within the range of 20ºC to 60°C, significant changes in erosion 

resistance of the PU elastomers can occur. The fact that the changes in wear resistance of the PU 

elastomers that were studied were not similar as the PU temperature was varied emphasizes the 

influence of the PU temperature on its wear resistance.  
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Table 4-5 Commercial name and glass transition temperature of PU elastomers 

PU commercial name Glass transition temperature 

RoPlasthan-1200-55A -24°C 

RoPlasthan-1200-85A -19°C 

RoCoat-3000-85A -6°C 

RoCoat-3000M-85A 10°C 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Erosion rate as a function of PU temperature 

In order to explain the trends observed in Fig. 4-9, tensile tests and cyclic loadings were 

conducted. The stress-strain curves obtained from these experiments were used to study the 

alterations in mechanical properties of PU as a result of temperature rise and its corresponding 

influence on the wear resistance. Figure 4-10 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from tensile 
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tests of PU elastomers at room and elevated temperatures for strains up to 350%. It should be 

noted that all stresses and strains in this Chapter represent the nominal stress and strain values. 

The graph indicates that all the PU elastomers became softer with increasing temperature. This 

softening was a result of crosslinking disruption and breakage of some hydrogen bonds at higher 

temperatures and reduction in crosslinking of the polymer structure [118]. A comparison of 

Figs. 4-9 and 4-10 shows that the softness of the PU elastomer is not the only factor that affects 

the erosion rate. Although the 1200-55A PU grade is the softest elastomer, the 3000M-85A and 

3000-85A elastomers have lower erosion rates at 60ºC. This suggests that another parameter, 

other than the softness of the PU, has affected the elastomer wear resistance. The data obtained 

from tensile tests were also used to calculate the ultimate strength and elongation at break of the 

PU elastomers that failed at strains lower than 350%. Table 4-6 summarizes the measured values 

of ultimate stress and elongation at break of the tested PU elastomers. The fact that the 3000 PU 

series have lower elongation at break and lower failure stresses at 60ºC compared to those of the 

1200 series suggests that although the final elongation at break and softness may have an impact 

on the final erosion resistance of the elastomers, they are not the only parameters that affect their 

wear performance.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4-10 Stress-strain curves obtained at various test temperatures for elongation up to 350% 

for a) 1200-55A, b) 1200-85A, c) 3000-85A, and d) 3000M-85A PU elastomers 
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Table 4-6 Nominal stress and strain failure data of PU elastomers up to a nominal strain of 350% 

Temperature  

 

PU type 

25°C 60°C 100°C 

Ultimate 

stress (MPa) 

Elongation 

at break (%) 

Ultimate 

stress (MPa) 

Elongation 

at break (%) 

Ultimate 

stress (MPa) 

Elongation 

at break (%) 

1200-55A NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1200-85A NA NA NA NA 

6.4 ± 0.5 

(n = 3) 

188 ± 16 

(n = 3) 

3000-85A 

44.7 ± 3.4 

(n = 3) 

304 ± 12  

(n = 3) 

13.9 ± 1.8 

(n = 3) 

225 ± 30  

(n = 3) 

4.2 ± 0.2  

(n = 3) 

77 ± 6  

(n = 3) 

3000M-85A 

24.7 ± 3.0 

(n = 3) 

210 ± 18 

(n = 3) 

8.8 ± 1.0  

(n = 3) 

200 ± 11 

(n = 3) 

3.1 ± 0.1 

(n = 3) 

58 ± 7 

(n = 3) 

 

Most polymer-based materials, including PU elastomers, experience plastic deformation 

alongside with elastic behavior upon deformation. This plastic deformation can contribute to the 

formation of a permanent set (residual strain) upon unloading. The plastic deformation in PU 

elastomers is a result of the irreversible breakage-disruption of the chemical structure and 

changes in the orientation of the hard-soft phase [118]. The load induced by the impact of 

erodant particles during the erosion process is similar to repeated loading-unloading cycles. 

Consequently, the evaluation of the PU behavior during cyclic loadings can provide important 

information about the ability of the material to regain its initial condition. Figure 4-11 shows the 

stress-strain curves of the initial loading-unloading cycle of the PU elastomers that were studied. 

Qualitatively, for all tests, the PU material became softer and the hysteresis loop decreased at 
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higher temperatures. However, for the case of the 3000 PU series and, in particular, 3000M-85A, 

the PU exhibited extensively different behavior; the permanent set and hysteresis loop became 

smaller as the temperature increased (see Fig. 4-11d). On the other hand, for the 1200-55A and 

1200-85A PU samples, the permanent set and material behavior did not greatly vary by 

increasing the temperature. To obtain a quantitative evaluation of the effect of temperature on the 

residual strain of PU, the residual strain of at least three samples during a loading-unloading 

cycle was measured as presented in Table 4-7. The graph shows that the maximum reduction in 

permanent set occurred in the 3000M-85A and 3000-85A PU. A comparison of the permanent 

set data shown in Table 4-7 with the erosion results at various temperatures in Fig. 4-9 reveals 

that there is a relation between the ability of the material to regain its initial condition and the 

erosion resistance. 3000M-85A and 3000-85A PU elastomers that experienced a reduction in 

permanent set by increasing the temperature from 25ºC to 60ºC exhibited improved wear 

resistance at 60ºC (see Fig. 4-9). This behavior is most probably due to the fact that for 

conditions and PU in which lower permanent set occurred, a higher number of impacts is needed 

in order to deform the surface up to the threshold strain for final detachment of fragments of 

material from the surface. On the other hand, at the set temperature of 100°C, although the 

permanent set tends to decrease further, the significant reduction in material strength (see 

Table 4-6) has adversely affected the erosion resistance of the PU elastomers.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4-11 First cycle of loading-unloading at various temperatures for elongation up to 50% 

for a) 1200-55A, b) 1200-85A, c) 3000-85A, and d) 3000M-85A PU elastomers 
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Table 4-7 Permanent set of PU elastomers after loading up to 50% nominal strain at various 

temperatures 

Temperature  

PU type 

25°C 60°C 100°C 

Permanent set (%) Permanent set (%) Permanent set (%) 

1200-55A Less than 0.1% (n = 4) Less than 0.1% (n = 4) Less than 0.1% (n = 4) 

1200-85A 4.2 ± 0.1 (n = 3) 2.9 ± 0.1 (n = 3) 2.4 ± 0.4 (n = 3) 

3000-85A 3.1 ± 0.1 (n = 3) 1.4 ± 0 (n = 3) 0.2 ± 0.2 (n = 4) 

3000M-85A 7.1 ± 0.7 (n = 4) Less than 0.1% (n = 3) Less than 0.1% (n = 4) 

 

In PU elastomers, plastic deformation as a result of irreversible breakage of some 

crosslinks can occur upon initial loading. Thus, during the first loading cycle, the PU exhibits 

higher strength to deformation ratio while on the second loading the material will already be 

permanently deformed due to the damage induced in the microstructure of the PU during the first 

loading. Evaluation of the second loading cycle of the PU elastomers that were studied (see 

Fig. 4-12) revealed that irrespective of the residual strain of the material after the first cycle, the 

PU elastomers became softer and exhibited stress softening. The evaluation of subsequent 

loading-unloading cycles showed that the material behavior remained similar to that of the 

second loading cycle given that the irreversible changes occur mostly during the first loading 

cycle [118]. Thus, the larger difference between the curves that are representative of the 

stress-strain curve of the first and second loading cycles for a given strain level is representative 

of greater irreversible damage. This means that the stress softening that occurred would result in 

the higher strains upon impact of subsequent particles with similar impact force during the 
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erosion process. Consequently, the level of stress softening of PU can have a direct impact on the 

erosion resistance of the PU. In fact, the impact of previous erodant particles would weaken the 

target material by introducing permanent damage into the mechanical structure of the elastomer. 

To evaluate qualitatively the level of stress-softening of the PU elastomers that were 

studied, a parameter known as Mullins factor was calculated [118]. The Mullins factor provides 

information about how much the second loading deviates from the first loading in terms of 

hyperelastic response, which is defined as [118]: 

straindesiredthetoPUtheextendtorequiredwork

cycleunloadloadsecondoflossEnergy
1factorMullins


 . (4-18) 

The energy loss of the second load-unload cycle and the work required to deform the PU to the 

desired strain are equivalent to the area under the hysteresis loop of the second cycle and the area 

below the loading curve of the first cycle in the stress-strain curves, respectively. The closer the 

Mullins factor is to unity, the closer the PU elastomer is to an ideal Mullins response, that is, the 

reloading stress-strain is closer to the previous unloading path [118]. In this study, numerical 

integration was employed to calculate the area below the stress-strain curve for determination of 

the Mullins factor. Figure 4-13 shows the calculated Mullins factor for PU elastomers at the set 

temperatures. As can be seen, the Mullins factor remained almost unchanged for the 

1200-55A PU or increased with temperature for all the other PU elastomers that were studied. 

The rate of increase of the Mullins factor for the 3000-85A and 3000M-85A PU elastomers was 

higher from 25ºC to 60ºC. A Mullins factor value that was closer to unity indicates that more 

damage will be introduced to the PU upon impact of each erodant particles. A comparison of 

Fig.  4-13 with that of erosion rates of the PU elastomers at various temperatures (see Fig. 4-9) 
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suggests that the decrease in the erosion rate of 3000-85A and 3000M-85A PU at 60°C is related 

to the softness and lower plastic deformation (see Table 4-7) of these elastomers at 60°C.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4-12 First and second cycles of loading-unloading at various temperatures for elongations 

up to 50% for a) 1200-55A, b) 1200-85A, c) 3000-85A, and d) 3000M-85A PU elastomers 
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Figure 4-13 Mullins factor of PU elastomers as a function of temperature 

4.4.4 Evaluation of the Worn Surfaces 

The erosion mechanism of elastomers is a function of the wear testing procedure (erosion 

or abrasion), properties of abrasive media, erodant velocity and mechanical properties of the 

target material. The wear mechanisms that have been suggested for elastomers are: 

a) The formation of cracks below the worn surface due to the tensile, compressive, and 

shear stresses caused by the impact of particles and final detachment of fragments as a 

result of the intersection and extension of the formed cracks [7, 11, 14,119]; 

b) The formation of asperities by plastic deformation to produce ridges perpendicular to 

the direction of impact and final fracture of the deformed asperities [9, 81-83, 86, 120, 

121]; and 
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c) Random scratches and gouges on worn surfaces due to the cutting and gouging by grit 

media [81, 122]. 

Evaluation of the eroded surfaces of PU elastomers suggested that the main erosion 

mechanism was plastic deformation of the surface and the development of asperities and ridges 

perpendicular to the direction of impact. Figure 4-14 shows the surface of 1200-55A PU 

elastomer samples that were eroded at room and elevated temperature. In the PU sample that was 

held at 25ºC (see Fig. 4-14a), the worn surface showed deformed asperities while at elevated 

temperatures, where the erosion rate was higher, ridges perpendicular to the impact direction 

were formed (see Fig. 4-14b and c). A similar behavior was observed for the 1200-85A PU: 

single asperities emerged at 25ºC and ridges developed perpendicular to the impact direction at 

elevated temperatures. Although the mechanism of formation of these ridges and subsequent 

erosion as a result of detachment of these ridges have been discussed in previous studies [9, 83, 

120], side view images that can distinctly show the morphology of these ridges are limited. To 

that end, SEM images were captured for the condition that the PU sample was slightly angled 

with respect to the SEM detector. These images are shown in Fig. 4-15a, which shows that the 

asperities that protrude from the surface were formed against the impact direction of the erodant 

particles (shown by an arrow). The asperities were generated as a result of plastic strain induced 

by particle impact. The accumulation of strain due to subsequent impact led to the deformation 

of the asperities to values such that cracks were formed on the bottom of the asperities, followed 

by the final detachment of the material. A typical crack produced on the base of one of these 

asperities is indicated in Fig. 4-15a by a circle. On the other hand, the partially detached, but 

stretched material shown in Fig. 4-15b (marked by circles) provides further support for the 

proposed erosion mechanism and the importance of elongation at break on the erosion resistance 
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of PU caused by solid particle impact. In PU elastomers with lower ultimate strength and 

elongation at break, the deformed asperities on the target surface detached easier from the 

surface that would lead to higher mass loss and, therefore, higher erosion rate. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4-14 SEM images of eroded 1200-55A PU surface at a) 25ºC, b) 60ºC, and c) 100ºC 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-15 SEM images of eroded 1200-55A PU surfaces tested at 60ºC: a) side and b) top view 

Direction of Impact 
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The morphology of the eroded surfaces of 3000-85A (see Fig. 4-16) and 3000M-85A PU 

(see Fig. 4-17) was slightly different from that observed in Fig. 4-14. The asperities that were 

formed on the 3000 series PU were smaller in size and the ridges were not as continuous and as 

large as the ones formed on the 1200-55A and 1200-85A PU elastomers. This behavior was due 

to the smaller elongation at break of the 3000 series (see Table 4-6) which led to the detachment 

of asperities at lower strain. Thus, the asperities have detached from the surface before extending 

to large strain values as was observed for the 1200 series PU (see Fig. 4-14). In addition, in 

contrast to the 1200 series PU, the surface morphology of the 3000 series PU that was tested at 

100ºC was different from those samples that were tested at 25ºC and 60ºC. The asperities were 

smaller compared to those samples held at 25°C and 60°C, and continuous ridges were observed 

(see Figs. 4-16c and 4-17c). This behavior was most probably due to the significant reduction in 

elongation at break and ultimate strength of the 3000 series PU elastomers at 100ºC as was 

shown in Table 4-6. This behavior suggests that although there is no simple relation between 

elongation at break and the erosion rate, the surface topography and the wear resistance of the 

PU are dependent on the elongation at break. It should be noted that the spherical shape defects 

observed in Fig. 4-17 are cavities that were formed in the PU elastomer during its fabrication as a 

result of possible air entrapment and formation of gases during curing. Two of this typical 

spherical shape defects on the surface of PU are shown by arrows in Fig. 4-17a. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4-16 SEM images of the eroded 3000-85A PU surface at a) 25ºC, b) 60ºC, and c) 100ºC 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4-17 SEM images of the eroded 3000M-85A PU surface at a) 25ºC, b) 60ºC, and c) 100ºC 
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The evaluation of the erosion mechanism of the PU elastomers that were held at various 

temperatures and eroded, not only revealed how temperature affects the erosion mechanism, but 

close evaluation of the worn surfaces also provided further support of the aforementioned effect 

of the permanent set and elongation at break on the erosion resistance of PU elastomers. The 

1200-55A PU exhibited the minimum erosion rate at 25ºC (see Fig. 4-9), which was due to its 

softness, high elongation at break (higher than 350%), and negligible permanent set upon 

deformation. In contrast, the 3000M-85A had the maximum permanent set and minimum 

elongation at break, which caused the 3000M-85A PU to possess the lowest erosion resistance at 

25ºC. On the other hand, at the set temperature of 60ºC, the erosion resistance of the 1200 series 

PU decreased due to the reduction of PU strength as a result of an increase in test temperature. 

Although the same behavior negatively affected the 3000 PU series, a greater ability to regain an 

initial state after deformation (smaller residual strain) led to the improvement in erosion 

resistance at that temperature. Finally, at the test temperature of 100ºC, the erosion rate of the 

3000 series greatly increased due to the significant reduction in ultimate stress and elongation at 

break of these PU elastomers. This reduction in ultimate stress and elongation at break could 

have allowed for removal of small fragments by gouging and cutting of the PU surface as a result 

of the impact of erodant particles. On the other hand, given that the permanent set of 3000M-85A 

at 100ºC was much smaller than the 3000-85A, its erosion resistance was not affected as severely 

as the 3000-85A PU. This behavior further emphasizes the importance of the ability of a material 

to regain its initial state (smaller permanent set) on the wear resistance of PU elastomers. It 

should be noted that the basis for the given discussion is only the relative comparison of the 

erosion resistance of the studied PU elastomers and how the wear behavior is affected by the test 

temperature. A more in-depth comparison of the erosion rate of the studied PU elastomers is not 
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possible given their differences in mechanical properties. To that end, FE model was developed 

for calculating the generated stresses as a result of impacting erodant particles. The 

determination of stresses will allow for a more comprehensive comparison and explanation of 

what was observed for the erosion behavior shown in Fig. 4-9. Details about development of the 

FE model and the obtained results are discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis document. 
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Chapter 5 

Development of a Finite Element Model to Study the 

Mechanism of Material Removal during the Erosion Process 

A numerical model based on the finite element (FE) technique was developed to better 

understand the mechanism of material removal during solid particle impact of PU elastomers and 

to study the effect of erosion testing temperature on the produced stresses. The FE model 

simulated the impact of 10 erodant particles at a single location on the substrate elastomer at 

controlled temperatures of 22ºC, 60ºC, and 100ºC. Erosion testing experiments were conducted 

to provide data for verification of the model. The results obtained by the FE model showed that 

the ultimate strength and elongation at break have the most significant influence on the erosion 

rate at velocities higher than a certain threshold. Residual strain as a result of plastic deformation 

and stress softening caused by Mullins damage and PU softness were identified as other 

parameters that affect the erosion rate. Evaluation of the surface morphology of the worn 

samples showed that the model was capable of predicting the morphology of the asperities and 

they were similar to those observed in scanning electron microscope images. While the model 

allowed for an in-depth study of the wear mechanisms, the model failed to quantitatively predict 

the erosion rate, which is most probably due to the assumptions that were made to simplify the 

model. 

Some sections of the work presented in this chapter will be submitted for publication in 

proceedings of the 21
st
 International Conference on Wear of Materials, Long Beach, CA, USA, 

March 26-30, 2017.  
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5.1 Finite Element Simulation  

The erosion caused by the impact of garnet sand particles on PU elastomers at different 

temperatures was modelled by the FE numerical technique to study the effect of testing 

temperature on the produced stresses and to better understand the mechanism of material 

removal during solid particle impact on PU elastomers. The FE model was developed utilizing a 

general purpose FE solver, Abaqus Version 6.13 [116]. Details regarding the simulation 

formulation, material model, contact algorithm, and model boundary conditions are presented in 

the following. 

5.1.1 Finite Element Explicit Formulation 

Erosion caused by solid particle impact is a high velocity dynamic phenomenon. To that 

end, a FE explicit dynamic formulation was employed in the simulation to ensure the 

convergence of the solution. The discretized equilibrium equation for the explicit dynamic 

formulation is [90]: 

IntExt FFuM  , (5-1) 

where M is the lumped (diagonal) mass matrix, u  is the nodal acceleration at each time step, F
Ext

 

is the externally applied force vector at each node, and F
Int

 is the internal force vector as 

determined from the element stresses. The nodal acceleration at each time step was calculated as: 

)(
IntExt1
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 . (5-2) 

The central difference explicit time integration method was used to calculate the displacement 

and velocity at each time step as [116]: 
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In the FE explicit formulation, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of nodes are 

integrated and updated step-by-step through time [116]. In central difference method the solution 

may become unstable and diverge rapidly if incorrect time increment is chosen [116]. Thus, in 

order to ensure the convergence of the solution, the time increment is automatically determined 

by the Abaqus solver in each time step based on the material properties and minimum element 

size in the model. An initial approximation of the time increment is made by [116] 

d

min

C

L
t  , (5-5) 

where Lmin is the smallest element dimension and Cd is the dilatational wave speed which is a 

function of the properties of the material. The value determined by Eq. (5-5) is only an 

estimation for the time increment and in most cases the time increment is less than the value 

determined by Eq. (5-5) by a factor between 0.7 and 1.0 to ensure the convergence of the 

solution [116]. 

5.1.2 Material Model 

In this FE study, garnet sand particles were the erodant that impacted on a PU substrate. 

Since the PU was much softer than the garnet sand, the garnet sand particles were modelled as 

rigid particles rather than deformable objects to reduce the computation effort. In the modelling 

of rigid particles, no stress field is calculated in each time step of the explicit solution, and 

consequently, the computation time is reduced. Based on what was observed with regards to the 

relation between the erosion rate and mechanical properties of PU elastomers in Chapter 4, a 
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material model that accounts for hyperelastic behavior, plastic deformation, and stress softening 

was of interest. 

The hyperelastic material model that is available in Abaqus was chosen to model the 

nonlinear elastic response of PU elastomers. The formulation of hyperelastic models available in 

Abaqus are described by the strain energy potential [116]. In this study, the Marlow model was 

chosen as representative of the hyperelastic formulation based on the recommendation of the 

Abaqus solver user manual [116] and the close fit between the mechanical response predicted by 

this material model and that of experimental data. The Marlow strain energy potential is [116] 

   elvoldev JUIUU  1 , (5-6) 

where U is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, with Udev as the deviatoric part and 

Uvol as the volumetric part of the energy, and I1 is the first deviatoric strain invariant. The 

material coefficients of the hyperelastic model were determined by the Abaqus solver from 

experimental nominal stress-strain tensile tests data similar to that presented in Section 4.4.3 of 

Chapter 4. 

In order to model the plastic deformation of PU elastomers, the isotropic hardening Mises 

plasticity material model was employed. The use of this material model is common for 

modelling of plasticity of ductile materials mainly due to its simplicity in algebraic equations that 

would allow for easier determination of the explicit equation of the material stiffness matrix 

[116]. Details on the equations and theory of isotropic hardening plasticity can be found 

elsewhere [7, 116]. In models where the hyperelastic material model and plastic hardening are 

defined simultaneously, a softer response compared to that of hyperelastic material model with 

no hardening will be obtained [116]. The material parameters for the isotropic hardening were 
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defined as yield stress and plastic strain in tabular data [116]. The yield stress and plastic strain 

values were approximated from experimental cyclic tensile tests at 20%, 50%, 100% and 200% 

nominal strain with the same experimental setup as discussed in Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 4. 

Mullins stress softening was introduced in the material model by use of the Mullins 

damage formulation in the Abaqus software. The stress softening is a result of the damage 

caused by the previous loadings [116]. Similar to the hyperelastic material model, the Mullins 

damage formulation is defined based on the strain potential energy. However, in contrast to the 

hyperelastic material model in which the strain potential energy, U(F), is only a function of the 

deformation gradient tensor (F), it is a function of both F and a scalar variable (η) that describes 

the damage [116]. Thus, the strain energy potential for the Mullins damage formulation is 

expressed as U(F, η). The damage variable (η) controls the energy function in a way that 

differentiates the unloading and subsequent reloading from that of the primary (initial) loading 

path to reflect the stress softening [116]. In fact, η defines what fraction of the energy is stored as 

strain energy, while the rest is dissipated due to damage based on the elastomer properties [116]. 

In this study, the Mullins damage parameters were determined from the automatic calibration of 

the test data parameters by the solver. Experimental loading-unloading stress-strain data similar 

to those presented in Fig. 4-12 were used as the input to the model. The Abaqus solver computed 

the material parameters using a nonlinear least-squares curve fitting algorithm [116].  

The material removal caused by the solid particle erosion was modelled by defining an 

element deletion criterion based on the equivalent plastic strain [7, 90, 91]. Once the equivalent 

plastic strain reached the plastic failure strain, the element was deleted from the model [7, 91]. 

The plastic failure strain was determined based on the data obtained from the experiments as 
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shown in Table 4-6. It should be noted that even though the chosen material formulation 

accounts for the hyperelastic, plastic, and stress softening behavior of the PU elastomer, the 

model does not account for the viscoelastic and rate dependent behavior of PU elastomers. In this 

study, the erosion caused by solid particle impact of two PU elastomers of 3000-85A and 

3000M-85A at three set temperatures of 25°C, 60°C and 100°C was modelled. 

5.1.3 Model Description and Parameters 

In erosion caused by solid particle impact, damage of the target surface occurs due to the 

impingement of erodant particles. The repeated impact of erodant particles will finally lead to 

material removal from the surface. In this study, it was assumed that the erodant particles 

individually impacted on a single spot on the PU surface, and 10 particles were positioned at a 

distance of 1.6 mm from each other at the beginning of the simulation similar to what is 

presented in Fig. 5-1a. The assumption of impact of the erodant particles on a single area on the 

PU surface, allowed for modeling of a lower number of impacting particles and, therefore, 

reduced the computational time and need for resources. The 1.6 mm distance between the 

particles was chosen to ensure that the subsequent, incoming particles do not impact the surface 

while another particle was in contact with the PU surface. Impact of several particles allows for 

studying the effect of stress softening and plastic deformation on the erosion phenomenon. 

Figure 5-1b shows the model assembly. A symmetry boundary condition was employed to 

permit modelling half of the particle-target configuration to reduce the computation effort. Thus, 

the model boundary conditions were taken as symmetry with respect to the xz plane (see 

Fig. 5-1b), zero displacement of the bottom face of the PU material and the initial velocity of the 

eroding particles as follows. 
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 Symmetry condition: 0at0and0   yrru izixiy , (5-7) 

 Zero displacement on bottom surface of PU material: 0at0 


zuuu
iziyix , (5-8) 

 Initial condition of particle nodes: 0at,0,   tvuuvu ziniiziyxiniix
 . (5-9) 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5-1 FE model assembly; a) 10 particles arranged in a line to impact the substrate, 

b) close-up view of the assembly showing one erodant particle and the PU target 

The contact between the eroding particles and the PU surface was defined by introducing 

a general contact with penalty formulation available in Abaqus [116]. For simplicity, it was 

assumed that the contact was independent of the sliding rate, pressure, and temperature and 

followed Coulomb’s rule of friction as [90] 

nt FF  , (5-10) 

where Ft is the tangential force, Fn is the normal force and µ is the coefficient of friction which 

was assumed to be 0.2 [90]. This value for the coefficient of friction was chosen because in 

impact problems the dynamic friction coefficients are usually considered to be small [90, 123]. 

The contact was defined between the outer surface of the erodant particles and the elements of 

the area to be eroded (see Fig. 5-1b). Upon deletion of the failed elements from the model, the 

contact algorithm was transferred to the underneath newly exposed elements. 
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The erodant particles were assumed to be identical in shape and dimensions and similar 

to the particle shown in Fig. 5-2. This assumption was made based on the measured values of 

average dimensions of the erodant particles (see Section 4.1.2). The target PU material was 

modelled as two parts, namely Part A and Part B as shown in Fig. 5-1b. The position of the 

erodant particles in the model assembly was adjusted so that impact occurred on Part A, which 

was meshed with refined mesh. Part B was added to the model to provide support for Part A and 

to ensure that the produced stresses were caused by the impact of erodant particles was not 

influenced by the discontinuity of the target material. Part B was meshed with larger elements 

and it was attached to Part A with a tie constraint that enforced zero displacement of the nodes of 

the two parts that were in contact. An 8-node 3D brick element type was used to discretize 

Parts A and B. The element size for Part A was chosen as 10 µm for areas to be eroded while the 

outer areas and Part B were meshed with an element length of 30 µm. Overall, parts A and B 

were discretized with 40,800 and 9,234 elements, respectively. The erodant particles were 

meshed with an element length of 10 µm. The garnet sand particles were discretized with both 

brick and quadrilateral elements due to the complexity of the particle geometry. Each garnet sand 

particle was meshed with 1,032 elements. It should be noted that a number of trial simulations 

were performed in a sensitivity analysis to identify the size of the sample that is shown in 

Fig. 5-1b and to ensure that the results obtained in terms of equivalent plastic strain and 

equivalent stress were not a function of sample dimensions, constraints, and element sizes. 
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Figure 5-2 Dimensions of the modelled garnet sand particle  

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Stress-Strain Response of the Selected Material Model 

Cyclic loadings were applied to a single element up to a strain value of 50% to compare 

the response of the selected material model with that of experiments. Figure 5-3 shows typical 

stress-strain curves of the 3000M-85A PU at 22ºC that was loaded-unloaded to 50% nominal 

strain for two cycles. As can be seen, the numerical curve of the first loading predicted similar 

behavior to that of the experimental graph up to the point where yielding of the PU was initiated 

(approximately 5 MPa). Beyond that point, the numerical model predicted a softer response 

compared to that of experiments. This behavior was due to the simultaneous use of isotropic 

hardening and hyperelastic material models as was pointed out earlier in this chapter [116].  

The chosen material model correctly predicted the residual strain upon unloading (see 

Fig. 5-3). In the second loading cycle, the PU material exhibited a softer response due to the 

stress softening caused by the Mullins damage as can be seen in Fig. 5-3. The FE simulation 
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predicted the second loading-unloading curve based on the Mullins damage formulation and the 

input data from the experimental stress-strain data of the first and the second loading cycles. 

 

Figure 5-3 Experimental and numerical nominal stress-strain respond of first and second cycles 

of loading-unloading of 3000M-85A at 22ºC for elongations up to 50%  

5.2.2 Mechanism of Material Removal 

Figure 5-4 shows the impact of a single particle and the stresses that were produced in the 

PU elastomer from the initiation of impact (t = 1 µs) until rebounding of the erodant particle 

(t = 10 µs). The stress values shown in the figure represent the von Mises stress. The PU 

deformed upon impact of an erodant particle due to the kinetic energy of the impacting particle 

and the produced impact forces. The PU absorbed the kinetic energy of the particle to reduce its 

velocity. Based on the mechanical properties of the PU and the impact conditions, the absorbed 

kinetic energy may be stored partly or in full as potential energy that was released later to 

facilitate the rebounding of the particle. The impact and further rebounding of the particle is 
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shown in Fig. 5-4 (a) to (j). As can be seen, within a few initial microseconds of the impact (see 

Fig. 5-4 (a) to (d)), the erodant particle penetrated into the PU. The stresses produced were 

smaller than the ultimate failure stress of the PU, and hence, no removal of material from the 

surface occurred. The maximum stresses were produced within the initial stage of the impact as 

shown in Fig. 5-4 (c) and (d). Some elements were dragged at the beginning of the impact 

(t = 1 µs to 2 µs) and were compressed later as the particle penetrated into the PU (t = 3 µs to 

4 µs). The elements that represented the PU material close to the surface experienced higher 

stresses and, therefore, were subjected to plastic deformation and possible damage caused by 

Mullins stress softening. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 
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(f) 

 

(g) 
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(h) 

 

(i) 
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(j) 

Figure 5-4 Produced stresses during the impact of a single particle with initial velocity of 73 m/s 

on 3000M-85A PU at 60ºC; a) t = 1 µs, b) t = 2 µs, c) t = 3 µs, d) t = 4 µs, e) t = 5 µs, f) t = 6 µs, 

g) t = 7 µs, h) t = 8 µs, i) t = 9 µs, j) t = 10 µs 

Figure 5-5 shows the equivalent plastic strain that was produced after the impact of four 

erodant particles on the surface of 3000M-85A PU at 60°C. It can be seen that after the impact of 

the first garnet sand particle, the elements on the PU surface did not meet the plastic strain failure 

criterion and no material removal occurred. However, some parts of the PU deformed plastically 

as shown in Fig. 5-5a. Upon impact of the second particle (see Fig. 5-5b), the failure criterion 

was met by a few elements on the top surface upon which these particles were removed from the 

model. The Mullins stress softening damage during the impact of the first particle enabled the 

removal of damaged elements during the impact of the second particle. The areas that were 

removed as a result of localized removal of small fragments were also observed in SEM images 

taken from the top surface of the eroded surfaces. Those areas are indicated by circles in Fig. 5-6. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-5 Equivalent plastic strain after impact of erodant particles with initial velocity of 

73 m/s on 3000M-85A PU at 60ºC; a) 1 particle, b) 2 particles, c) 3 particles, d) 4 particles 
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Figure 5-6 SEM images of the eroded 3000M-85A PU surface at 60ºC 

The impact of the second particle enlarged the area in which plastic deformation occurred 

as well increased the maximum value of the equivalent plastic strain as evidenced in Fig. 5-5 (b). 

The residual strain increased further upon impact of the third and fourth particles (see 

Fig. 5-5 (c) and (d)), and reached the plastic strain failure criterion of the PU material at the 

specified temperature. As a matter of fact, upon impact of the third particle, a larger area was 

subject to failure and was removed from the model. This provides further support for the material 

removal mechanism that involves the accumulation of residual strains resulting in failure and 

detachment of material, as discussed in Section 4.4.4 of Chapter 4. Figure 5-7 shows a SEM 

image taken from the top surface of the eroded samples with areas suspected of removal of 

material as a result of the accumulation of residual strains. The shape of the asperities in 
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Fig. 5-5d, as predicted by the FE model, is similar to that indicated in Fig. 5-7 by circles and 

shown in Fig. 4-15a.  

While the model was able to simulate the accumulation of residual strains up to failure 

and also predict the shape of the asperities that is similar to those observed in experiments, the 

model overestimated the material removal. It is presumed that this is due to the assumptions that 

were made in the formulation of the model with respect to the deletion of elements upon 

reaching the failure criterion. In reality, the failed and separated fragments will remain between 

the erodant particle and the PU material while in the simulation the material was removed from 

in front of the erodant particle and, therefore, facilitated the further penetration of the erodant 

particle into the PU surface. 

 

Figure 5-7 SEM images of the eroded 3000M-85A PU surface at 60ºC 
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The plastic strains produced within the 3000M-85A PU after the impact of 10 particles 

with initial velocity of 73 m/s at 22ºC is shown in Fig. 5-8. As shown in this figure, the model 

predicted the area of the PU at 22
o
C with plastic strain to be larger than that of the PU that was 

tested at 60ºC (see Fig. 5-5a). This is in agreement with the hypothesis that was discussed in 

Chapter 4 about the improved ability of PU material at 60°C to revert to its initial condition with 

less residual strains upon unloading compared to that of PU at 22°C. Similar to the results 

obtained from the 3000M-85A PU at 60°C (see Fig. 5-5), the repeated impact of subsequent 

particles led to localized removal of material from the surface most probably due to stress 

softening caused by Mullins damage (see Fig. 5-8). Even though the value of the equivalent 

plastic strain and the area with residual strain increased as the number of the impacting particles 

increased (see Fig. 5-8), a higher number of impacts was required in order to reach the point of 

detachment of larger fragments from the surface similar to what was observed for the modeled 

PU at 60°C (see Fig. 5-5).  
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(b) 
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(d) 
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(f) 
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(h) 

 

(i) 
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(j) 

Figure 5-8 Equivalent plastic strain after impact of erodant particles with initial velocity of 

73 m/s on 3000M-85A PU at 22ºC; a) 1 particle, b) 2 particles, c) 3 particles, d) 4 particles, 

e) 5 particles, f) 6 particles, g) 7 particles, h) 8 particles, i) 9 particles, j) 10 particles 

Evaluation of the stresses produced in PU held at 100°C that was impacted by an erodant 

particle (see Fig. 5-9) revealed that the stresses that were produced upon the initiation of impact 

was higher than the ultimate stress of the PU material at 100°C, which led to the removal of 

elements that were in contact with the erodant particle. Although the model successfully 

indicated the importance of ultimate strength and elongation at break of the material as 

parameters affecting the erosion rate, it failed to correctly depict the shape of the formed 

asperities, and the model overestimated the penetration of the erodant particle into the PU. As 

discussed earlier, this behavior is likely due to the assumption that was made about the removal 

of failed elements from the analysis. In reality, the detached material will remain between the 

particle and the PU surface, preventing the impacting particle from excessive penetration into the 

PU surface. In the present simulation, the erodant particle with initial velocity of 73 m/s 

penetrated and remained attached to the PU substrate. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-9 Produced stresses during the impact of a single particle with initial velocity of 73 m/s 

on 3000M-85A PU at 100ºC; a) t = 1 µs, b) t = 3 µs, c) t = 5 µs, d) t = 7 µs 

The modeling of the erosion process of 3000-85A PU at 22°C, 60°C, and 100°C 

generated similar results to that of 3000M-85A PU. At 22°C, only the detachment of single 

elements from the surface occurred as a result of stress softening during repetitive impacts. At 

60°C, after several impacts, the accumulation of residual strain led to the formation of craters 
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and removal of a larger number of elements similar to what was presented in Fig. 5-5. Finally, at 

100°C, due to the low strength of the PU elastomer, significant damage and failure of the target 

PU up to the penetration and trapping of the erodant particle was observed. 

5.2.3 Effect of Particle Velocity on the Predicted Erosion Rate 

The numerical model that was used as a predictive tool for estimating the particle 

velocity (see Section 4.2 of Chapter 4) provided an approximation for the maximum velocity of 

the erodant particles exiting the nozzle. At the nozzle exit, the high velocity air mixes with the 

stationary ambient air and that decelerates the air jet. Therefore, the erodant particles are 

decelerated as well [113]. The deceleration of the gas and erodant particles is a function of 

stand-off distance and the impingement angle between the air jet and the target surface [113]. 

The velocity of the erodant particles has a profile that is most probably similar to what is 

presented schematically in Fig. 5-10. This figure was approximated based on the topography of 

the worn samples and the relation between the impact velocity and the erosion rate. Particles 

with higher velocity have higher kinetic energy and can produce additional damage to the 

substrate upon impact that would lead to higher erosion rates. As seen in Fig. 5-10, the velocity 

of the erodant particles were within a range from the maximum velocity on the center of impact 

to lower velocities on areas distal from the center. The FE simulations of the erosion process was 

conducted for lower velocities of 60 m/s, 50 m/s and 40 m/s to gain knowledge about the erosion 

mechanism of other areas that have most probably been impacted by erodant particles with lower 

velocities. The results of these simulations may also provide insight about the effect of velocity 

on the material removal mechanism. 
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Figure 5-10 Schematic of the erodant particles velocity profile upon impact on the PU surface 

Table 5-1 shows the calculated erosion rates of 3000-85A and 3000M-85A PU 

elastomers at different velocities and temperatures. For velocities higher than 40 m/s, a large 

number of elements were removed upon impact of the initial erodant particle for both PU types 

at 100ºC. Although the overestimation of the element removal was one of the disadvantages of 

the model, the simulation clearly showed the importance of the ultimate strength and elongation 

at break. In addition, comparison of the erosion behavior of 3000-85A at 100°C for velocities of 

40 m/s and 50 m/s emphasizes the fact that, below a critical velocity, a significant difference in 

wear resistance and material removal mechanism can occur. Figures 5-11 (a) and (b) show the 

simulated eroded surface of the 3000-85A at 100°C after the impact of the first particle with 

initial velocities of 40 m/s and 50 m/s, respectively. At an initial velocity of 40 m/s, the stresses 

that were produced were smaller than the ultimate strength of the material and, thus, no removal 

of PU material took place. 
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Table 5-1 Predicted erosion rate of PU elastomers by FE model after impact of 10 erodant 

particles (NMR: No Element Removal, RLN1: Removal of large number of elements upon initial 

impact, RLN2: Removal of large number of elements caused by accumulation of residual strains) 

 Initial velocity 

PU Type 

40 m/s 50 m/s 60 m/s 73 m/s 

3000-85A at 22ºC 0.176 mg/g 0.33 mg/g 0.396 mg/g 0.418 mg/g 

3000-85A at 60ºC 0.05 mg/g 0.286 mg/g 0.33 mg/g RLN2 

3000-85A at 100ºC 0.231 mg/g RLN1 RLN1 RLN1 

3000M-85A at 22ºC 0.055 mg/g 0.187 mg/g 0.242 mg/g 0.319 mg/g 

3000M-85A at 60ºC NMR NMR 0.176 mg/g RLN2 

3000M-85A at 100ºC RLN1 RLN1 RLN1 RLN1 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5-11 Equivalent plastic strain after impact of one erodant particle on 3000-85A PU at 

100ºC with initial velocity of; a) 40 m/s, b) 50 m/s 

Evaluation of the erosion rate of both PU types at 22°C and 60°C (see Table 5-1) showed 

that the 3000M-85A and 3000-85A elastomers had lower erosion rates at 60°C for velocities 

below 73 m/s and 60 m/s, respectively. In particular, for the case of 3000M-85A at 60°C, no 

removal of material occurred for erodant particles impacting the PU surface with initial 

velocities of 40 m/s and 50 m/s. Comparing the results shown in Table 5-1 with those obtained 

from experiments (Fig. 4-9) suggests that the FE model correctly predicted the trend of erosion 

rate versus temperature at lower impact velocities. The improvement in wear resistance of PU 

elastomers at 60°C was most probably due to the softer nature of PU at 60°C and, therefore, 

longer impact time with smaller impact forces. 

The impact time can affect the impact force, stresses produced, and the overall resistance 

to erosion. As the impact time becomes longer, the impact force decrease accordingly due to the 

fact that the force is the time derivative of momentum as given by the impulse formula 
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 dtFvm impact ,  (5-11) 

where m is the particle mass, Δv is variation in particle velocity vector, Fimpact is the impact force 

and t represents time. Thus, the impact force is smaller in softer materials due to the longer 

impact duration. The evaluation of stress values for the 3000M-85A PU elastomer at 22ºC and 

60ºC upon impact of the first erodant particle (see Fig. 5-12 and Fig. 5-13) showed that the 

stresses produced were higher for the PU at 22ºC due to its higher stiffness compared to the 

3000M-85A PU elastomer that was heated to 60ºC (see Fig. 4-10 (d)). Thus, even though the 

softer substrate would allow for larger deformation of the PU surface, the impact force and, 

therefore, the generated stresses were smaller. The higher stress values would lead to greater 

Mullins damage and stress softening that can enable the fulfilment of the failure criterion in 

subsequent impacts. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

Figure 5-12 Produced stresses during the impact of a single particle with initial velocity of 

50 m/s on 3000M-85A PU at 22ºC; a) t = 1.2 µs, b) t = 1.5 µs, c) t = 1.8 µs, d) t = 2.1 µs, 

e) t = 2.4 µs 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

Figure 5-13 Produced stresses during the impact of a single particle with initial velocity of 

50 m/s on 3000M-85A PU at 60ºC; a) t = 1.2 µs, b) t = 1.5 µs, c) t = 1.8 µs, d) t = 2.1 µs, 

e) t = 2.4 µs 

In contrast to the results obtained from experiments (see Fig. 4-9), the erosion rate of 

3000M-85A at 22ºC was determined to be lower than that of the 3000-85A at 22ºC (see 

Table 5-1). The erosion rates determined by the model were not in agreement with the rates 

obtained from the experiments. This was due to the fact that the results presented in Table 5-1 

incorporate only the effect of localized removal of material. However, in reality, detachment of 

larger asperities formed by the accumulation of residual strains up to failure was another material 

removal mechanism that was not taken into account in the result presented in Table 5-1. This 

was due to the limited number of impacting particles in the FE model. Conversely, as shown in 

Figs. 5-13 and 5-14, the area with residual strain in the 3000M-85A PU is larger than that of 

3000-85A PU, suggesting that due to the impact of subsequent particles and increase in plastic 

strain up to the failure criterion, a larger volume of material will be removed from the model PU 

material. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-14 Equivalent plastic strain after impact of 10 erodant particles on 3000-85A PU at 

22ºC with initial velocity of; a) 40 m/s, b) 50 m/s, c) 60 m/s, d) 73 m/s 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-15 Equivalent plastic strain after impact of 10 erodant particles on 3000M-85A PU at 

22ºC with initial velocity of; a) 40 m/s, b) 50 m/s, c) 60 m/s, d) 73m/s 

5.2.4 Shortcomings of the Developed Finite Element Model 

The erosion process, in general, is a complicated process involving more than one 

parameter that affects the final mechanism of material removal and, therefore, the erosion rate. 

The feasibility of employing the FE technique to model the solid particle erosion of PU 
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elastomers was studied. The FE model that was developed enabled the in-depth study of how the 

material ultimate strength, elongation at break, residual strain upon unloading, stress softening 

caused by Mullins damage, softness of the elastomer, and velocity of the erodant particles can 

contribute to the material removal mechanism and the final erosion rate of PU. In addition, the 

model further allowed for clarifying working temperature effects on the erosion of PU 

elastomers caused by impacting particles. On the other hand, the model failed to predict the 

correct erosion rate values mostly due to the assumptions that were made to simplify the physics 

of the problem to allow for the development of the FE model. Specifically, some limitations 

associated with assumptions are as follows. 

 The FE model simulated the impact of particles with similar shape and dimensions while in 

reality, particles with different shapes, dimensions, and corner radii impact the PU surface 

(see Fig. 4-2). The shape of the erodant particles play an important role in the determination 

of the erosion rate, given that the irregular shape or roundness of the particle corners can 

affect the stresses produced, material removal mechanism, and, therefore, the erosion rate. In 

addition, due to the possible rotary motion of the erodant particles upon impact, the particles 

may collide with the surface of the PU with rounder corners, thus producing smaller stresses 

and, therefore, overall lower erosion rate.  

 In the model, it was assumed that the erodant particles impact on a single spot and only 

impact of 10 particles was modeled. The assumption of the impact of the erodant particles 

on a single spot could have been one of the reasons for the overestimation of the erosion 

rate. On the other hand, in reality many particles impact the PU surface during the erosion 

experiment. The use of parallel processing techniques will be required to facilitate a 

simulation with a higher number of impacting particles. Furthermore, knowledge about the 
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distribution, frequency of the impact of particles and energy loss due to the particle in-flight 

time prior to impact are other parameters that should be taken into account when modeling 

the erosion process. 

 Similar to previous studies [7, 90, 91], in the model, the removal of elements from the model 

upon reaching the failure criterion was assumed to represent the erosion of the surface. In 

fact, it was assumed that the removed elements were equivalent to material loss from the 

surface. This assumption led to the overestimation of the erosion rate caused by the impact 

of erodant particles. This was one of the major outcomes of this study showing that the 

assumption that can be made for FE modeling of the erosion process of ductile metals and 

brittle ceramics cannot be made for soft elastomers that experience large deformations upon 

impact. Improvement in the FE formulation such way that can model the failed elements as 

detached parts rather than deleting them from the model will be required to mitigate the 

overestimation of the material removal in the FE simulation.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

In this research program and thesis, the possibility of employing the flame spraying 

process for the metallization of PU substrates, as well as the possible influence of the fabricated 

coatings on wear resistance of PU elastomers was studied. Due to the heat sensitivity of PU 

elastomers, knowledge about the temperature distribution within the substrates was required. To 

that end, one of the primary objectives of this study were to develop a model capable of 

predicting the temperature distribution within a PU substrate during the flame spraying process. 

An average heat flux was employed by the model to predict the temperature distribution within 

the PU substrate. The model was solved analytically based on a Green’s function approach and 

numerically by the finite volume technique. Good agreement was achieved between the 

experimental results and those predicted by the heat transfer model, and hence, the modeling 

approach was verified.  

Another approach for prediction of the temperature distribution within the substrate based 

on solving the model with existence of an insulated surface on the back of the substrate was also 

studied. It was found that the model was valid for the period of time before the thermal wave 

arrives at the back surface of the substrate. Non-dimensionalized parameters were defined to find 

a parameter that can describe the time period in which the model was applicable. Based on the 

results obtained, it was found that the model was only valid for values of non-dimensionalized 

times (Fourier number) smaller than 0.4 and lacks sufficient accuracy beyond that point.  
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The developed model allowed for monitoring of the temperature distribution within the 

PU substrate during deposition of Al-12Si coatings. Al-12Si coatings were successfully 

deposited on PU substrates by employing the flame spraying process. The influence of pressure 

of air injected into the flame spray torch on the substrate temperature distribution and the 

corresponding effects on coating properties was thus studied. It was found that although 

increasing the air pressure lowered the temperatures of the flame and feedstock powder, the 

splats experienced a higher degree of deformation as a result of increase in velocity and impact 

of the particles with a stiffer substrate of lower temperature. Higher deformation of the splats led 

to better interlocking and, therefore, improved electrical conductivity. This suggests that the 

temperature distribution within the substrate during thermal spraying on elastomers is an 

important factor that, alongside with other parameters such as velocity and temperature of the 

impacting particles, can affect the properties of the deposited coating. It was further found that 

by increasing the air pressure from 135 kPa to 205 kPa, it was possible to decrease the stand-off 

distance from 215 mm to 150 mm and maintain a nearly constant temperature distribution within 

the PU substrate. Spraying at shorter stand-off distance of 150 mm led to deposition of a 

low-porosity coating with an electrical resistivity of as low as 0.9 x 10
-3

 Ω-cm. The results of an 

XRD analysis indicated that the content of oxides was negligible and the predominant factor that 

account for the increased electrical resistivity of the coating, in comparison to that of the base 

Al-12Si material (4.25 x 10
-6

 Ω-cm), was likely the presence of pores in the coating as well as its 

lamellar microstructure.  

The coatings were produced without any visible damage or deterioration of the PU 

substrate. Possible chemical or microstructural damage effects within the substrate were further 

assessed by conducting dynamic mechanical analysis with virgin and flame-exposed PU 
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samples. The storage modulus was selected as an indicator for comparison purposes, and it was 

found that the storage modulus of the flame-exposed samples increased insignificantly with 

respect to the virgin samples and no critical change in PU substrate properties in response to the 

flame spraying process was noticed. 

The deposited metallic coating can affect the temperature distribution within the PU, and 

therefore, its resistance to wear. Consequently, knowledge of temperature effects on the wear 

behavior of PU elastomers was of interest. To that end, an erosion testing assembly for 

evaluating the wear resistance of PU elastomers at controlled temperatures was designed and 

developed. A cold gas dynamic spray system was used to enable the erosion tests. The velocity 

of the blast media was estimated by the use of an analytical model based on the flow of a 

compressible gas through the cold spray nozzle. The temperature distribution within the PU 

samples during the erosion tests was computed employing a heat transfer model based on a FE 

analysis. The model was validated by comparing the calculated temperature with the 

experimental data that was measured with a thermocouple. The calculated temperature 

distribution showed that the temperature in the to-be-eroded area was uniformly close to 60ºC 

and 100ºC for elevated temperature experiments. 

The evaluation of the wear resistance of PU elastomers at controlled temperatures 

showed that the different PU elastomers do not generally exhibit similar behavior. Two of the 

tested PU elastomers showed improvement in erosion rate at 60ºC while the other studied 

elastomers exhibited an increase in erosion rate. At 100ºC, an increase in erosion rate for all 

studied PU elastomers was ascertained. The evaluation of the mechanical properties of the 

studied PU elastomers suggested that the improvement in erosion rate at 60ºC was due to an 
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improved ability of the material to regain its initial state following deformation. This behavior 

was studied by calculating the permanent set of the studied PU elastomers for cyclic loading. It 

was further found that although there is no simple relation between the ultimate failure 

stress/elongation at break and erosion rate, it is evident that elongation at break is one of the 

parameters affecting the final wear resistance and the morphology of worn surfaces. Besides, 

studying the effect of working temperature on erosion performance of PU elastomers allowed for 

a closer examination of erosion mechanisms for PU elastomers, and introduced plastic 

deformation, Mullins stress softening, ultimate failure stress and elongation at break as key 

parameters affecting the PU wear resistance. 

A numerical model based on the finite element technique was developed to better 

understand the mechanism of material removal during solid particle impact on PU elastomers, 

and to study the effect of erosion testing temperature on the produced stresses. The FE model 

simulated the impact of 10 erodant particles at a single location on the substrate elastomer at 

controlled temperatures of 22ºC, 60ºC, and 100ºC. The results obtained from the FE model 

showed that at velocities higher than a critical value, the stresses that were produced upon the 

initiation of the impact were higher than the ultimate stress of the PU material, which led to the 

removal of elements that were in contact with the erodant particle. The model successfully 

demonstrated the importance of ultimate failure stress and elongation at break of the material as 

parameters affecting the erosion rate for velocities higher than a threshold. The model 

successfully simulated the mechanism of material removal as the accumulation of residual strains 

up to the detachment of larger pieces from the surface and provided further evidence for what 

was suggested as the erosion mechanism of PU elastomers. Evaluation of the surface 

morphology of the worn samples showed that the model was capable of predicting the 
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morphology of the formed asperities similar to those observed in SEM images taken from the top 

surface of worn samples. Moreover, the model showed that the Mullins damage caused by the 

impact of particles can facilitate the detachment of localized small fragments from the surface 

upon impact of subsequent particles. The evaluation of the surface morphology of worn samples 

supported the results obtained by the FE model and showed that the detachment of small 

fragments caused by cutting and gouging could have been another mechanism of material 

removal. While the FE numerical model allowed for an in-depth study of the erosion 

phenomenon of PU elastomers, the model failed to predict the correct values of erosion rates, 

which most probably is due to the assumptions that were made to simplify the model.  

In previous studies of FE modeling of the erosion phenomenon of ductile metals and 

brittle ceramics, the removal of elements from the model upon reaching the failure criterion was 

assumed to represent the material removal from the surface. It was found in this study that this 

assumption led to the overestimation of the erosion rate caused by the impact of erodant 

particles. This was one of the major outcomes of this study showing that the assumption that can 

be made for FE modeling of the erosion process of ductile metals and brittle ceramics will 

overestimate the material removal for soft elastomers that experience large deformations upon 

impact. 

From what was observed by experiments and numerical simulation of the erosion process 

caused by solid particle impact, it can be concluded that the softer PU elastomer can allow for a 

longer impact duration and, therefore, lower impact forces. On the other hand, the PU should 

have high elongation at break to ensure that its ultimate failure stress is high enough to prevent 

failure of the material upon impact of an erodant particle. In addition, the greater tendency of PU 
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to return to its initial condition with minimal plastic deformation and stress softening caused by 

Mullins damage upon loading are other parameters that are of interest for an ideal PU elastomer 

with maximum resistance to erosion. 

Finally, based on the studied erosion conditions of PU materials, a deposited metallic 

layer may distribute heat effectively to mitigate localized high temperatures in a PU liner and 

resulting adverse effects on its wear resistance. Moreover, in case of employing PU liners with 

properties similar to the tested 3000 series PU elastomers, the coating may function as a heater to 

elevate the temperature of the PU liner and promote a lower erosion rate. 
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Chapter 7 

Recommendations for Future Work 

This research program has made significant contributions in the area of thermal spray 

deposition of metallic coatings on polymer-based substrates, development of heat transfer 

models for the determination of temperature distribution within a substrate during the spraying 

process, and analysis of the wear phenomenon of PU elastomers by experiments and numerical 

simulations. However, this work can be expanded and enhanced further, and several 

recommendations for future work can be given as follows: 

 In the development and validation of the proposed heat transfer model for determining 

the temperature distribution within a substrate during the spraying process, no powder 

was deposited and it was assumed that the additional heat input from the molten and 

partially molten Al-12Si particles was negligible compared to the heat flux from the 

flame spray torch. The validity of this assumption was verified by experiments in this 

study. However, this assumption may not be valid for the case of deposition of powders 

with high melting temperatures such as nickel alloys. Although powders with high 

melting temperatures require higher torch heat fluxes, the amount of heat input from 

molten and partially molten particles may not be negligible when compared to the heat 

flux from the torch. To that end, further investigation is required to determine if the error 

induced by the assumption of a negligible influence of the powder on the temperature 

distribution of the proposed heat transfer model is reasonable when depositing powders 

with high melting points.  
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 In this study, a material similar to that of the sprayed powder was used to roughen the 

substrate as a part of surface treatment prior to the thermal spraying process. In other 

studies [18], roughening of the substrate by the addition of a material with low thermal 

conductivity such as garnet sand has been suggested to protect the polymeric heat 

sensitive substrate from the high temperatures of the thermal spraying process. The 

studies that have focused to study the effectiveness of this technique on reducing the 

temperature distribution within the substrate are limited. The model presented in this 

study can be extended to account for the effect of an added layer of material with low 

thermal conductivity on the top surface. An experimental assembly similar to what was 

employed in this study can be designed and installed to provide data as for the 

verification of the developed model.  

 

 The electrical resistivity of the coating was found in this study to be approximately three 

orders of magnitude higher than the bulk sprayed material. Porosities and a lamellar 

microstructure of the coating were introduced as the possible sources of increased 

electrical resistance. The number of studies that have focused on finding a relation 

between the porosity and electrical resistance of thermally-sprayed coatings are limited. 

Thus, studying the effect of porosity and clearances between splats on the electrical 

resistance by experiments and modeling is suggested as one of the future extensions of 

this thesis research. The results from this work may provide information about the 

feasibility of employing of these types of coatings as structural health monitoring 

devices.  
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 It was shown in this study that the temperature distribution within the substrate during 

thermal spraying on elastomers is an important factor that, along with other parameters 

such as velocity and temperature of the impacting particles, can affect the properties of 

the deposited coating such as porosity, electrical resistivity, and deformation of the 

impacting powder particles. The changes in substrate softness as a result of different 

temperature distributions was found to be one possible factor affecting the deformation of 

molten and semi-molten droplets upon impact. The number of studies that have focused 

on evaluating the effect of substrate softness on the properties of the fabricated coatings 

are limited. An experimental study for thermal spray deposition of metallic coatings on 

elastomers with different softness is recommended as future work. Moreover, the number 

of studies that have focused on modeling droplet deformation on soft substrates are 

limited. Modeling of this process can provide greater insight in the deformation behavior 

of impacting droplets on soft substrates.  

 

 In this study, an experimental assembly for erosion testing at controlled temperatures was 

designed and developed. The test assembly allowed for evaluating the effect of 

temperature on erosion rate and mechanism of material removal caused by solid particle 

impact. On the other hand, the mechanism of material removal of PU elastomers during 

abrasion wear may be different from that of the erosion caused by solid particle impact. 

To that end, the development of an abrasion testing assembly with controlled 

temperatures is suggested as a possible extension of this thesis work to study the effect of 

temperature on the abrasion resistance of PU elastomers and further investigate the 

mechanism of material removal during abrasion wear. The testing equipment may be 
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modified from the ASTM Standard G65 abrasion testing procedure [89] to incorporate 

the effect of temperature during the test. Similar to this work, a heat transfer model to 

determine the temperature for the area to be abraded may be developed. This study would 

assist with estimating the overall efficiency of PU liners against wear given that in many 

industrial applications, a combination of abrasive-erosive wear mechanisms can occur. 

 

 The repeated deformation of PU by the impact of erodant particles and the friction forces 

between the impacting particles and the PU surface can lead to generation of heat and, 

therefore, temperature rise within PU during the erosion process. In this study, the data 

obtained from the thermocouple inserted 1.5 mm below the surface revealed that the 

temperature rise caused by the impact of erodant particles was negligible most likely due 

to the high heat transfer rate through convection and relative low feeding rate of the 

erodant particles. On the other hand, localized temperature rise close to the surface, 

within the micrometer range, may occur and may affect the mechanism of material 

removal. Design of an experimental setup that can allow for monitoring of the transient 

temperature rise of PU close to the surface during the impact of erodant particles and a 

study of the effect of the temperature rise on the material removal mechanism and 

produced stresses by modeling is recommended for future work. The results obtained 

from this study can provide greater insight on the wear mechanism of PU elastomers. 

 

 The deposited metallic coatings on polymer-based structures can be employed as resistive 

(Joule) heating to function as heating elements [30, 31]. This thesis showed the feasibility 

of depositing conductive coatings on PU substrates and studied the effect of temperature 
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on erosion resistance of PU elastomers. However, in this thesis work, the effect of Joule 

heating on the temperature distribution of PU elastomers and its corresponding effect on 

the erosion resistance was not studied. Thus, deposition of a metallic coating on a PU 

substrate and evaluation of the erosion resistance of the PU while warming by Joule 

heating is suggested for future work. After fabrication of the metallic coating on the PU, 

another layer of PU may be fabricated on the metallic coating to confine the metallic 

coating within the layers of PU similar to what is presented in Fig. 1-2. Later, the erosion 

resistance of the PU-metallic coating system may be evaluated while warming it by 

resistive heating. The results from this research can provide insight in possible industrial 

applications of this type of heating and further evaluate the effect of heating on the wear 

resistance. Evaluating the effect of temperature on the adhesion strength of a PU-metallic 

coating structure can be considered another future research task. 

 

 In this study, the mechanical properties such as ultimate failure stress, elongation at break 

and response of the PU material to cyclic loadings were evaluated at low strain rates. This 

thesis showed that the data obtained at low strain values correlates well with the observed 

erosion rate and the data obtained was ascertained to be a suitable input for a numerical 

model simulating the erosion process. The main advantage of acquiring the data at low 

strain rates is the simplicity of the testing setup that was used. However, the erosion 

caused by solid particle impact takes place at very high strain rates where the elastomer 

material response may be different from that at low strain rates. This thesis work can be 

extended to evaluate the relation between the stress-strain behavior obtained at high strain 
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rates and erosion rates at controlled temperatures. To that end, a testing apparatus capable 

of tensile testing at high strain rates will be needed.  

 

 

 The FE model that was developed to simulate the erosion of PU caused by solid particle 

impact allowed for better understanding of (i) the rebounding of impacting erodant 

particles from the PU surface, (ii) the material removal mechanisms, and (iii) the material 

properties with the most significant effect on the erosion rate. However, the FE model 

failed to accurately predict the erosion rate quantitatively, most probably due to the 

assumptions that were made to simplify the problem. The following future works are 

suggested to further extend and modify the developed model: 

 

(a) Accurate determination of the erodant particle velocity profile and applying this 

profile in the FE model.  

(b) Use of parallel computer processing techniques to allow for modeling a larger number 

of erodant particles. 

(c) Presence of erodant particles with different sharpness and roundness on corners to 

study the effect of particle shape on the erosion resistance of PU elastomers. 

(d) Development of a new formulation for element removal upon reaching the failure 

criteria so that the failed elements remain in the model, as opposed to the element 

deletion technique employed in the present study. 

(e) Development and coding of a new material model that can account for both the 

viscoelastic behavior and plastic deformation, which is of interest given that in the 
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present study the Abaqus material model for viscoelastic behavior cannot be 

combined with isotropic hardening. 
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